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INTRODUCTION and PURPOSE

Every human communicates from before birth until death. How often we forget this when

speech is delayed due to accident, developmental disabilitystardation, old age, muscle
problems or sensory impairments.

The origin for the communicative intent curriculum was two fold: an attempt to demonstrate
expressive communication skill acquisition training in classrooms dedicated to students
labeled severely /profound!), mentallY impaired and to outline an expressive
communication sequence for those people who have a uno understandable speech"

prognosis.

Many disciplines (language acquisition, linguistics, psychology with an emphasis on body
language, specialists in mother-infant bonding and others) have done an enormous amount
of work focusing on the period before understandable speech. In addition'to the formal

research, of course, are parents who have demonstrated clearly again and again that they

do understand the communicative intent behind cries, laughs, sounds, changes in muscle
tension etc. their children exhibit. (This is not oven mentioning the people who can clearly

understand their PET'S communication!).

This skill training sequence is a blend and mixture of this research.

It is my contention this comniunicaton acquisition sequence follows the conventional
developing language sequent_le but, with different milestones and different skills that have

to be high-lighted. An example is the very important role of the listener and the additional
responsibility oi being an "active" listener for a much longer period of time.

Although housed in conventional classrooms and school buildings, the techniques that

seem often the most effective, are not conventional. A lot of touching, sustained proximal
positioning by staff, prolonged eye contact and the emphasis on nurturing and acceptance

make the activities in the classroom unique to these students.

Using these goals, techniques and strategies, we are going to:

a) etAablish a base for eventual sophisticated communication interchange.
b) establis:i a communication pattern individual to each student. VV,3 will answer the

question "how does the student communicate?
c) train others to listert to, respond to, AND respect the communication system of

that student. The vocalizations and cries can be audio-taped and/or video taped

to demonstrate technique and environment.
d) share the information, through reports, Communicative Intent Logs and tapes

with ca.egivers, other staff agencies and institutions who service the student and

his caregivers.
e) begin skill ''faining to bring the student's means of communication further along

the communication continuum.

The techniques most frequently used to achicve the goals are nurturing, play, positioning

9
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and massage. None of these activities are unfaniliar to classrooms. We are simply

means of expression.
IP* 10 41 ii i I 11114! 11: 11:1

We are going to look for consistency in sound and/or behavior on the part of the student
and at our responses. The consistency is needed so all concerned c..4n have a basis for
labeling.those sounds and behaviors as that student's means of expressive
'communication.

Three givens run through all of this work:

1) acceptance of the student,
2) acknowledging the student's current functioning level,
3) believe the students are communicating.

The students need the communication ints,action model just as much as infants. They
need that close (less than 15") face to face, body to body interaction to assist their
orientation from internal to external stimulus. At this level, the priority is developing
relationships with each student such that the relationship inspires within each student the
desire to continue "contacting" adults and internally incorporating the communication
interaction mode.

Remembering always at this level, that everything we do is interconnected. The cognitive,
emotional and communicative growth are especially intertwined. The student's integration
of this world is not sophisticated at this stage.

The instructional objectives are in developmental sequence, the first being the most basic.
This curriculum deliberately ends at the 8-10 month stages. At that point, the interactive
skills are well enough established to allow traditional communication skill training
techniques to be used successfully: Van Dijk's work, Jerry Mahoney's turn taking work,
traditional language acquisition training etc.

On the tale page and at the bottom of several pages, I have placed quotes, poems and
small articles. These are all for a reason - to help set the tone, the atmosphere, the special
environment that these students require.

10 10
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Developmental Sequence of Speech

Ages Are Approximate

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 (Months)

Reflexive Cry Vocalizes for Attention

Distinguishable hunger cry
et° Vocal pitch changes, marking object

Differentiation between inflecticn manipulation vs. social interaction (Bruner, 197i),

and non-inflectioalgaganis.Lavis..126.510.

Smiles responsively
(Denver)

Laughing-squealing
(Denver)

Mutual imtation (Childs rep)
(Piaget, 1951)

Vocal contagion
(Piaget, 1951)

(to-

Differentiation between angry/friendly,
familiar/in faniliar, male/female

ts.) (Kaplan &Kaplan, 1970) ty Plays Peek-A-Boo (Denver)

Differentation of Speech and Wn-Speech
(Kagan &1ewis.1_965)

Amount of infant vocalization correlated to amoint of
parPntal vocalization (Bruner, 1975)

Reaching, orienting
grasping (Bates, 1976)

Word Approximations.

Child distirOishes between
sentence spoken as a statement or
sentence spoken as a question
(Kanian 1969)

--Waitat.120102110SLEOL_w

Sustained eye contact
between mother & child
(Bruner, , 1975)

Syllable vocalizations
(l_prrPhurg IQR7)

)0.

Battling repetitive-largely
for play (Nakazima, 1970)0,

Differences in non-cry
utterances (Menvuk, 1974)

Imitates pa-ents intonation
patterns but not segmental
aspects
(Nakazima 1970)

Beginning of role-taking
behavior (Bruner, 1975)

Child uses grasping gesture for requests (Bruner, 1975)

Imitates new
souncrd

Non word language
used to call and respond

Reciprocal interchangable
motor and vocal turn taking
(Garvey, 1974)

Child expresses motor/vocal demand for hunger, pain, social
interaction, frustration (Bruner, 1975)

00.

Child follows ackilt line
of regard (Bruner, 19754

Smiling or locking to elicit
vocalization (Lewis &Freedle, 19720.

Some vocal play with no communicative intent (no referrent evident) (Bruner, 1975)

Demonstrative function with pointing
evidenced (Leopold, 1939, Blau& 1973)

Child relates sound to existence of sound making object
(Freedman et al 1969) 110
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INTENTS AND WHOLE

BODY GESTURES

Assumed Communicative
intent by caregiver.
Caregivers model

interactive behavior

0-4 Months *
1. Differentiated cries
2. Sustained eye contact with

primary caregiver.
3. Smile
4 Different states of tension

In body/extremities in
response to people and
environments.

5. Whole booy positioning.
6. Head turning
7. Eye gaze at people
8. "Lift Me" gesture
9. Sounds just before cry
10. Diffe-zntiated vocalizations
11. Laugns
12 Begins to vocalize In

response to aoolt
vocalization

EXPRESSIVE COMMUNICATION CONTINUUM
An Emphasis on Communication Interaction Development

INTENTS AND
EXTREMITY GESTURES

AK)
VOCALIZATINS

_ 4-10 Months

1. Larger repertoire nf vocalization'
vocabulary.

2. Larger repertoire of "cry"
vocabulary.

3. Sustained eye gaze
4 Sustained touching
5. More quickly relaxes wi in known

caregiver.
6. A lot of vocal play before cry
7. Intonations
8. Visible changes in tension and

positioning with just auditory
cues.

9. Extremity gestures more
consistent.

10. Eye gaze extended to objects
"action around them".

GESTURES AND

VOCALIZATIONS AND
ALTERNATIVE/AUCKENTATI VE AIDS

1. Sustained interest in objects
2 Frequently have favorite people
3. Exploring enviroment
4 Vocalization intents are dear
5. Gestures more sophisticated AND

often accornpained by pulling adult
to wanted thing AND eye gaze.

6. Beginning to build vocabulary with
augmentative/alternative aids.

7. Demonstrates multiple schemes
to achieve goals. 12 Mos.

8. Uses the computer as a functional
tool. 15 Mos.

SOPHISTICATED NEANS
OF COITIUNICI,TION

BY ANY MEANS

I. Vocabvlary growing
Z Spontaneous use'of

vocabulary.
3. Can use more than one

picture/object at a time
4 Vocabulary growing at a

predictible rate.
T. Perform abstract

tasks and complex imitation
skills. 18 Mos.

1. Trust Secure that
2 Bonding life will be

sustained.

* VOCA should be
considered at this time.

1 4

1. Onset of awareness of adults as
providers

2. Onset of object permanence
3. Onset of separation of self from

space.
4 Onset of imitation.

1. Object permanence
2. Causeand effect
3. Beginning of curiousity
4 Establishing patterns of relating

to others.
5. Imitation skills.

1. Stabilization of own
power to control
environment.

2. Attempts to
enlarge universe.

3. Awareness of different
kindS of people.
(less helpful, more
helpful, peers)

He ler - 3/86
"Everyone Communicatesr
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A message understood from one person to another.

Communication is the act of sharing ;nformation, desires and ideas. Humans communicate

in many ways: body movement, facial expressions, touching, gesturing, vocalizing,
speakincf, writing, and by use of alternative and augmentative means (signing,

*communication boards, voice output communication equipment).

Behind all of the efforts to design a means of communication or to identify a particular

student's way of communicating, is tile one thought: PEOPLE WITH THE POWER OF
EXPRESSIVE COMMUNICATION HAVE THE POWER TO COMMAND AND DEMAND

BECAUSE THE FUNCTION OF COMMUNICATION IS CONTROL.

"Communication is the most efficient and organized method
we have for transmitting information about ourselves, our
world, and others. Relayingthit information is necessary
for all people to achieve a level of independence and to
function effectively in the environment. Communication is
essential to growth, enabling people to develop a degree of
control and autonomy in their daily lives.

This goal of independence must be considered in all levels
of communication and !enrage intervention. Those
individuals possessing a non symbolic repertoire must be
allowed to experience effective control in their interactions
in the environment. The quality of their non symbolic
repertoire needs to incorporate a variety ofunderstandable,
functional messages. The inteaded receivers must be
sensitive and respnsIve to these unconventional signals
so that effective exchanges can occur." I

Ellin Vegel-Causey
Barbara Ernst

1. Entanging jaeraglignejagimplentimergviders and Individuals Who Are Severel
1988.
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RATIONAtE FOR EXPRESSIVE COMMUNICATION OBJECTIVES FOR STUDENTS
FUNCTIONING IN THE NEONATE TO 10 MONTH RANGE

1. Readily understood expressive communication is power and control.

2. Research indicates that communication is present at neonate level. All humans cfe

trying to learn how to communicate more efficiently. Language and skilled
interactive communication techniques are acquired in the process of humans

learning to become more effective communicators.

3. Expressive communication goals, written into the "official" programming plans
ircrease parent and staff awareness of the students as HUMANS who CAN and DO

communicate.

4. A planned program of expressive communication helps school staff and parents
change their perception of "communication". it helps break awayfrom the traditional

use of the word communication meaning understandable speech, and it opens up

the possibilities of Waring_gpmminicaliga.(as opposed to speech) modes including

body gestures, VOCAs, mnsigeniseriee, mcalizations, etc. It begins to train every

one to look for communication".

5. There is a tendency to regard these students as "things" to be cared for, but not as
humans who are constantly learning, as we all are, but, at a much reduced rate.

Benign neglect, thoughtlessness and verbal abuse are prevalent because of this

perception. aeliterattaginmunigatiyaktent AND listening" for AND
oliacuippn the communicative intents leads to respecting a diuclmit's interactive

attempts absolutely changes this negative "thing" perception.

6. Understanding a stu&nt's communication system allows parents to truly feel their
children CAN indicate that they do "know", do °trust" and can express love.

7. It establishes expressive communication as one of the educational goals for these

students and by that establishment, a priority for all students above this cognitively

young level.

8. As educators, we believe there is potential within every student. One of our tasks is

to help make that intelligence visible and viable.

1 5 1 7
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The goals are divided into 4 areas: being acted upon, acting
upon, sensory awareness and vocalizations/augmantative voice
output aids.

The goals are in rough developmental order per series.

Goals from Series A, C and D can be selected simultaneously.
The goals from Series B should follow Series A.

TO THOSE USING THE
WASHTENAW SMI/SXI CURRICULUM

These goals can be incorporated
on the 1EP by using Communication, Annual
Goal #1- Acquires Functional Pragmatic
Language Skills, 10-A-Develops early
communication/interaction skills.

1 9
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Basic exprenive communication (also called pre-linguistic communication),becins with the

student being comfortable with other humans.

Releasing the deiensive body postures and tentatively reaching out by body pressure,
..gesture and facial erpression to express realization of something warm and comforting are
some of the very first signs of desire and attempts by the student to communicate.

This communication is also the first visible attents to express love, security, trust and want.

Without establishing a sense of security and trust, humans will make no further attempt to
"contacr other humans. They become afraid to make themselves anymore vulnerable by any

other attempt to "reach out and touch someone".

These goals represent the essential "bonding° between humans: This MUST occur. Until the
student internally accepts that his being is in a non-threatening environment, he will NOT

progress interactively.

RESOURCES SPECIFIC TO THIS SERIES

1. The Secret Language of Your Child
David Lewis
Berkley Books, New York, 1978

2. Liabylitallaing
Amelia Auckett
Newmarket Press, New York, 1981

3. FIrst Feelings - Milestones in the Devetopmentof Your Baby and Child
Greenspan, Stanley
Viking, New York, 1985

4. Mgikefageeciao.reillicken Learning Language"
Snow, C.E.
Child Development, 1972, Vol. 43

5 "An Occupational 'Therapy Prot. for Assessing Infants and Toddlers Who Fail to nuke
Rick Denton ,

The American Journal of Occupational Therapy, May 1986, Vol. 40 #5

See Bibliography for additional resources.

The greatest sense io our body is the sense of touch. It is probably the chief sense in the process

of sleeping and wakir4; it gives us our knowledge of depth orthickness &Id form; we feel, we love

and hea, are touchy and are touched, through the touch coipuscles of our skin.

J. Uonal Tayier, The_Stages of Human Life
1921, p.157

20
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0 - 10 MOMMEXEBEKNEMWAJAMMELQBJECTIVES

OVERALL GOAL: The student will demonstrate early communication or interaction skills.

afjESUW&TIVEa

ANIALAIMAL. The student mil indicate awareness of presence of nurturing adults .

accepting environment.

INSIBILIMILLMEDIREa

1. The student will tolerate an adult in clete-proximity: adult near him, walking,around
him when he is in an enclosed space (cit or playpen), or"urprotected" (wheelchair,

mat, etc.) .

observation

2. The student will tolerate a variexy of materials next to his skin (cotton, polyester,

knot, terry cloth, disposable diapers, etc.).

observation

3. The student will tolerate a variety of bindings (hat ties, elastic, correctly fitted diaper,

etc.).

observation

4. The student will tolerate being handled/lifted.

observation

5. The student will quiet when spoken to in a familiar/friendly tone.

observation

6. The student will smile in response to adult attention.

observation

7. The student will relax extremities when held.

observation
within 3 minutes of onset of activity
1C consecutkie times

2121



8. The student will relax and onange facial expression when held.

use #7 criteria

9. The student will follow moving person with their eyes.

. observation

10. The student will initiate a smile when an adult is near.

observation

11. The student will look at staffs face/hands during communication interaction
modeling.

use #7 criteria

12. The student will attempt to reach up to explore caregiver's face.

use # 7 criteria

13. The student will open fists when hIRId.

use # 7 criteria

14. The sludent will relax whole body when held and/or quiets when held.

use # 7 criteria

15. The student will indicate awareness of being away from the body of an adult when
held or when adult changes position.

student moves body and/or facial expression changes;
student looks or turns his face toward adult's face
and use # 7 criteria

16. The student will use the universal "up" or "lift me" gesture when approached.

both arms/upper body attempt to reach up to ti. Rdult

WHILE looking at the adult
and use # 7 criteria

The procedure for evaluation of the lOs is documeated staff observation of student
performance. This evaluation of student performance occurs on a regular, ongoing basis
throughout the school year.

22
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ENVIRONMENT

Series A and B need a special setting at first. Because these goalr represent that intense

one to one bonding, the classroom or at least a portion of the classroom should try to

replicate a "private place". The'place where the teacher and student (s) are alone and just

concerned with one another. The whole rest of the world,for that special time is

unimportant.

A classroom would attempt to duplicate that nurturing atmosphere and time

by:

1. - having the classroom be as QUIET as possible. Radios, TVs, address

systems are off. If there are other groups in other parts ofthe
classroom, they are now doing tasks or activities that are low key. Use
screens to further separate the groups.

2. - the area should be PLEASANT SMELLING. Using the same, pleasant

incense helps set the mood for a relaxed, calm period. As the incense
permeates the air, after a number of sessions, it is not uncommon to see
the students begin to relax before any positioning ortouching has

occurred (the phenomenon of anticipation). Spiced'Apple and Jasmine are
favorite smells. Don't use pine. Too many studentsassociate the smell

with disinfectant and cleansers used in nursing homes and

institutions.

3. - the room should be WARM, at least 70 degrees. No one can relax when

they are cold.

4. - use clean, warm, sweet-smelling cotton old soft SHEETS or thermal
weave blankets to wrap and cuddle the students, or place on the
furniture. Many people have reactions to wool, don't use it. Wasir the
sheets and blankets many times to insure that the material h, lost any of
the "new" stiffness or resistance.

5. - having COMFORTABLE PLACES for staff to sit while sitting next to or

holding the students. With the larger students, staff may have to sit on

mats or in bean bags and just have the students lean against them. The

key is to have staff be as comfortable and plaxed as possible. The
students should feel the relaxation of the staff member. (See illustrations

on pages 26-28).

6. - not allowing any INTERRUPTIONS at this time. A 20 minute time period

daily for this work is often snough. Putting a name on the classroom door
keeps interruptions to a minimum.

2 3 23



7. - having soft, non-intrusive MUSIC inithe background helps keep the
environment calm. Many people use meditation music that has soothing
and melodic tones and sounds. Research has shown that sounds can
induce relaxation and lower heart rate and blood pressure because the
body does not Nye to attempt to match it's rhythm with competing rhythm.

8. - everything is done SLOWLY and in a relaxed manner. Present stirnull
slowly. Take time for the student's reactions to present themselves.

9. - AGE APFAOPRIATE everything! Those who are 18 yaars old do NOT
need to be subjected to °Care Bears".

10. - use NOTHING ESOTERIC. One of our goals is to encourage parents
and caregivers to duplicate our techniques. Use equipment that can b.,1
bought in the community.

Let's Talk Age Appropriate!

/
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atralegties and Techniques to Augment the Training.
B.eesionaleraerie

BILMEN1=a1AEE

1. - student and staff sit next to one another as close as age appropriate. If there Is

more than one student (never more than-three, please), have the students sit,

lounge, lay so that each is touching one another. The issue is the warmth of
another human body. SEE illustrations on following pages.

2. - if there Is more than one student, don't split up the 20 minutes. Rotate the

"special student spor daily. It is enough for the other two students just to be in
that quiet, nurturing-spot and enjoy the spill off of thecalm atmosphere.

3. - with the student who is receiving the 20 minute session, have staff aml
student faces not more than 15" away from one another. Research has shown

that facial awareness of primary caregivers is one of the first "contacts* that the

cognitively young initiate.

4. - gently stroke and massage the student. (Age appropriate touches obviously).

aatheatmaggiuggiimila Generally, the most important thing to
remember is to stroke and do the action slowiy. Consult the Physical Therapist
or Myomassologist if you have any questions.

5. - speak softly and slow your rate of speech employing "motherese". Motherese is

mother/child language. Itsis a specific register in which mothers instinctiverty talk

to their young. rt is that language and interchange In the communicationtetwork
that a mother adopts when the baby is not yet at a stage where he can answer

her by gesture or vocalizations. The actions of the baby is treated as inulittinai
find communicative acts. The mother is the conversation initiator and the

responder. She pauses appropriately between both parts of the conversation.
She remarks on the "answers" of the child. She uses a defined intonation and
rhythm. This is different from that used with responding humans. Ifilaktbafirst
xamplesfalle modeling (conversational turn-taliing)hata.ghlid..aneeuntem. It

is developmental. It begins at the most fundamental level and grows more
complex as children advance in ability to understand.

By incorporating this into our Interaction with these students, we are pulling

intentionality out of the previously bt wed to be pre-intentional student, thereby

deliberately bluning the distinction between the communicative intent and the

"traditional" communicative student.

This communication interaction component is very, very important. Research
has indicated that without this interchange, children are language_dgmed even
though they have the muscle control for speech and obvious cognitive ability.

2 5 v.25



Group On A Mat

Touching One Another,

Sitting Side By Side On A Mat
Against A Wall
In A Classroom

Designed by Jan Jarrell, ADAMLAB using the Boardmaker hurl Mayer-Johnson
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Designed by Jan Jarrell, ArAMLAB using the Boardmaker from MayerJohnson
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ifave Student Sit. Adrig Stiff

Use -Polsters, 40110; Apyt#10g:
tOiriltitt. .

Legs Intwined, .Clmst To. Back,
Adult Anus Atound. -.itudeift

g .1 1. y. I I lir ow IN 1II

Designed by Jan Janet!, ADAMLAB using the Boardmaker from Mayer-Johnson
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Hugging.. The perfect cure forwhatever ails you

No movable parts
No batteries to wear out
No periodic check-ups

Low energy consumption
High energy yield

Inflation proof
No monthly payments

No insurance requirements
Thett proof
Non-taxable
Non-polluting

And, of course, fully returnable.
HUGGING IS HEALTHY!

It relieves tension
Combats depression

Reduces stress
:mproves blood circulation

lts invigoratiqg
It's rejuvenating

It elevates self esteem
It generates good will

It has no unpleaseant side effects
It is nothing less than a miracle drvg!

FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE By Lynn Johnston tffr
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Balionale for Series B Objectives

This second series begins to require the student's active participation, as opposed to the
first series which was really acclimating the student to the,presence and touch of others.

The positions, nurturing, touching and staff awareness of the student's communicative
intent is.the same as in the first series. In fact when the students are in this phase of
reaching out toward an adult in any way, I hope that staff has already acclimated itself to
respecting and responding to the student's communicative attempts throughout the whole
day.

Loving touch and gentle stroke massage is used in this section. The one on one interattiou
and the opportunity to concentrate on the student for a period of time makes massage a
"naturar tool to illicit attempts to communicate. It also allows staff to realize (because they
see and hear the students during and after massage) that our students do have memory of
things past and that the student can, indeed, communicate these memories and emotions.
It is easy to see the students act out and cry out anger, sadness, sorrow, peace, etc. SEE
massage section and the bibliography for additional information and resources.

I have also incorporated the first component of the Van Dijk cammunicationzrooram. It
was developed especially for people with dual sensory handicaps. The Van Dijk program
emphasizes the development of a cooperative relationship between the student's behavior
and that of the instructor. A relationship which is based on the utilization of those motoric
behaviors which are already part of the student's repertoire. It proceeds from gross to fine
body movements, from cyclic to punctuated movements, from physical to symbolic
guidance. ihasg2jr_repedoire betweenAhe_studerd
and the instructor. See pages 34-35 for additional information on this very sPecific
technique.

"I will not play at tug-a-war.
I'd rather play at hug-a-war.

Where everyone hugs
Instead of tugs,

And rolls on the rug,
Where everyone kisses

And everyone grins,
And everyone cuddles,
And everyone wins". *

(Shel Silverstein,
Where the Sidewalk Ends)

* reprinted with permission
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RESOURCES-SPECIFIC TQ THIS SERIEa

1. nafirsubreLygiamsuggi
White, Burton
Prentice-Hall, New York, 1975

2. 10 :A Of' 14 :30 Z
Sternberg, Les and Adams, Gary L
Aspen, Maryland, 1988, 2nd ed.

3. = = !. t1111 Is 1: liii
Handicapped",

Stemberg, L, Battle, C., Hill, J.
Journal for the Association of the Severely Handicapped
5 (3) Z: 224-233. Fall, 1980

4. aheyia ategajAkelkstaji
J. Vwi Dijk
Proceedings of the conference on the deaf/blind.
Refness, Danmali. Boston: Perkins School for the Blind, 1965

Dev 11:1 1 1: 1 11:. j :11

J. Van Dijk.
Proceerlings of the conference on the deaf/blind.
Refness, Danmark. Boston: Perkins School for the Blind, 1965

6. fiELAIE - fielaxatiorJechniques and Sensory xperience for the Jeverely

zuguragnigay jagieg.
Jan Graetz, et al.
Wayne County Intermediate School District, 1983

7. lielaxatign
tamiatjaegsis

Cautela and Gorden
Research Press, 1978

1 .11 .11:1

See bibliography for additional resources
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These follow the Series A objectives.

OVER ALl GDAL The student will demonstrate early communication/interaction
skills.

AntUALODAL The student will exhibit awareness of activity upon himself.

ThialaUcalalALMJELQllaa

1. The stuident will tolerate close and prolonged physical contact (being held, rocked,
massaged, etc.).

observation

2. The student will relax and change facial expression when wrapped* and held, and
rocked.

within 3 minutes
observation

3. The student will relax extremities while being massaged or rucked.

use #2 criteria

4. The student will relax whole body while being massaged or rocked.

use #2 criteria

5. The student will relax AND change facial expression while being massaged or
rocked.

use # 2 criteria

6. The student will tolerate touch of own body by SELF (assist student to touch his
chest, other arm, face, head, etc.).

use # 2 criteria
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7. The student will indicate he is aware of caregiver stripping a rhythmic movement.

face turns toward adult
body moves closer to adult
body begins to replicate movement made by staff member
any of the above within 3 minutes of staff movement.

Van Dijk's movement based communication acquisition work See Resources for more

information.

8. The student will indicate awareness of caregiver imitating his movements.

Student stops movement, looks toward adult
AND then resumes movement.

Van Dijk's work. See Resources.

9. The student will attempt to initiate movement as caregiver appi-aailhes.

observation
Van Dijk's work. See Resources.

10. The student will take turns with an adult not involving an object.

observation
Van Dijk's work. See Resources.

11. The student will attempt to act upon/have an effect upon his environment using an

object.

observation
and # 7 criteria

* Loosely wrapped in a room temperature warmed cotton sheet or blanket.

The procedure for evaluation of the lOs is documented staff observation of student
performance. This evaluation of student performance occurs on a regular, ongoing basis

throughout the school year.
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AND NON YIGILANUILIDENI

"A DUET BETWEEN TWO PEOPLE"

This approach to their training is based on Van Dijk philosophy for the training of severely
sensory impaired multihandicapped individuals.

The program moves through various critical stages and at each stage careful attention is
givim to the sensory demands, intellectual deficits, and behavioral propensities of the
population in question.

Objective: To produce a cooperative motor repertoire between student and instructor.

Procedure: The program emphasizes the development of a cooperative relationship
between the child's behavior and that of the instructor. A relationship which is based on the
utilization of those =Arlo behaviors which are part of the student's repertoire. It poceeds
from gross to fine body movements, from cyclic to punctuated movements, from physical to
symbolic guidance. Those behaviors gradually become more complex and less likely to be
a pre-existing feature of the child's available repertoire.

The program goes through the following stages:

I. Resonance .211=MtillfiLL(entry into child's world)
a. toleration
b. participation
c. indication

2. I Co-active Stage (parallel movements)

1. gross motor parallel movements with physical contact
2. parallel movements without physical contact

II Co-Active
- Simultaneous imitation
- Symmetric limb movements
- Asymmetric limb movements
- Symmetric hand movements
- Asymmetric hand movements
- Symmetric limb positions
- Asymmetric limb positions
- Asymmetric hand positions
- Asymmetric finger positions
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III. hignatactuntatznallotalim
Imitation which proceeds from 3 dimensional objects to drawing.

IV. tlelayfillittation
From 0 second delays to 5 second delays InvoMng the 8 or more moven;.z.nts.

Conclusiort:

Data as to the effect of such a program has been gathered and evaluateo over a 6 year
period. As a result of thie-approach severely impaired students have developed behaviors

which have enabled them to communicate, cooperate, and participate in activities without
guidance and continuous prompts from the staff ;nvolved in their training.

(Handout from Kevin Megin's presentation 4/84)

3 5 15
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MASSAGE*

MASSkGE AND EDUCATION-PEOPLE WITH SEVERE HANDICAPS

In working with people with severe handicaps we need to realize that we have to
support in a way that provides strengthi nurturance and vIslonmhen Society
does not yet even include them as truly valid and valued people. Through
massage we can communicate a sense of caring, trust and love beyond what
suciety seems to say. This is %important when reIating to people whose
strengths are in physical and spiritual qualities.

This proposes a great responsibility on us as educators. It raises the questions
of deperdence vs independence, and control vs listening to the needs of people
with severe handicaps. The responsibility becomes the dilemma of our lives and
the future of theirs.

Massage can act as a tool to enhance relaxation, self respect, self identification,
reduce self abuse and aggression, healthful,enhance conditions of the body and
establish a sense of trust in interaction. Massage is a preventative health
technique that embraces the emotional, physical, spiritual and chemical well
being and balance of an individual.

I. Where to start - What to look for.

A. Always ask permission to do the work.
This process can be done on a verbal level but sometimes you need to go
beyond that level and take the risk of touching that student so they can begin to
understand what kind of exchange we are asking them to be involved in.

B. Be aware and sensitive enough to accept the student's answer and provide
other options along with massage when so needed.

C. Tell them everything you are going to do.

D. Be as gentle as possible.

E. Soften your hands.

F. Let them know and demonstrate that you can be trusted.

G. It is best to introduce massage in a quiet atmosphere. Once you are
comfortable with the holding, positioning and massage, you may want to try a
variation of the massage by doing it in rhythm with music.
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H. Strategies And Techniques
The following list is designedlor the massage mentioned in the Series B goals. in
no way does this qualify anyone to be more than a person who wants to show
nurturing, kindness and acceptance to our students who are still struggling with the

decision to come out of theirshell, and ottof that internal world.

The following are items to think about and to help you as you begin the nurturing portion of

the curriculum:

1. Be centered and comfortable with massage yourself. Put out all the warmth, love
and care through your hands. The experience of massage can be enjoyable and

beneficial to you and the atmosphere of the class.

2. Your hands should be warm and the student should be warm. Room

temperature should be at least 70 degrees. No one relaxes when they are cold.

3. Keep your nails short to avoid scratching.

4. Staff should be in comfortable clothes that allow freedom of movement.

5. Keep your hands relaxed as you massage. This may sound strange, but think

about it.

6. The students should be in a comfortable position be breathing freely. Imitation of
breathing rhythm along with the students works great!

7. Never massage just after a meal. The student's body is busy digesting and

cannot fully relax. Wait at least 20 minutes.

8. The staff must wash hands before and after the session.

9. Oils tend to be greasy. Wear washable clothing. Try sunflower, clear sesame'or
almond oii. You might want to 0129. 'mot by putting in some of the more

fragrant oils. 2 or 3 drops of peppermint (clears the sinus and stimulates
breathing), 3 tsp. of comfrey (good for the skin). Experiment with various oils to

find specific student preference. Always pour oil first into your own hands being

careful not to spill any oil on the student by holding your hands away from their
body while pouring. Wan oil by rubbing your oiled hands briskly together.

10. Feet and hands are the most effective places tor a brief massage. Neck, face,
arms and legs, in that order if you have more time. PLEASE NOTE: DO NOT
DO ANY OTHER MASSAGE EXCEPT HANDS AND FEET IF EITHER
ANEURYSMS AND/OR PHLEBITIS ARE NOTED IN THE STUDENTS FILE.

3 7
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11. Do a series of strokes in both directions. The point of massage is to stimulate or
relax areas so that the body can use its natural healing abilities. Put mire
pressure on the up stroke and glide on the downward stroke. For students.that
are hypontonic use more upward strokos, hypertonio use more down strokes.

12. All movements should be done rhythmically, this will take practice. THINK
RHYTHM AND SMOOTH STROKES. Remember, you're massaging muscles
not just skin.

13. Once you have made contact with the udent's body, try always to maintain
contact. Always have one hand or forearm (if yottare using both hands for
something) touching the student until massag, is completed.

14. Avoid using heavy pressure, rapid movements, or jarring contact. This only
conveys fear of potential injury to the student.

15. Massage should always be applied according to the tolerance of that individual
human being. If needed just hold the extremity awhile before beginning.
Introduce massage with application of pressure gauged to the individual.
Gradually add pressure or diminish pressure (to light touch) as appropriate to the
individual. Be sensitive to the individual student's responses. Give the stuaent
time to become accustomed to your touck Start slowly, perhaps by just holding
your hands on the student for a minute or so beforeteginni71 massage. Keep
up a steady,rhythm as you massage, but don't hesitate to slOw or even stop and
just touch if the student's response warrants it.

16. Care should be taken to support the extremities and joints comfortably. DO NOT
FORCE! Start slowly.

17. Try not to force massage if the student pulls away. Give them a short respite
period, then try to redirect back to massage activity. Let them make the decision.
Use touch relaxation which is a slow rocking back and forth.

18. Except in cases of constrictures of muscles around curvatures in the spine, all
muscles should be relaxed when you are working with them. You-are going to
have to work erelaxing muscles that are already tense or contracted. Tips:
Read number )3 again, and consult a Physical Therapist or Myomassologist.

19. DO NOT push directly down on gastro or nasal tubes, shunts or trachs. You can
massage in the muscles around the trach. The same,applies to stomach
muscles and gastro tubes, Consult a Physical Therapist or Myomassologist for
specific technique.

20. Do not put pressure directly on the bone. Stay in the muscular parts of the body.
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21. Feel for knotty tissue or swollen areas. Be sensitive arid concentrate in those

areas by:
holding first - 2 sessions
light strokes - combination, 2 sessions
heavier strokes - 71h or 8th session

During all of this, talk to the student regarding the massage. Is it too hard, does
something hurt, we can woric through this, do you want me to continue?, etc.

22. *ow the student to just rest quietly for a few minutes after completion of
..,assage. Note behaviors and facial expressions. Offer a drink of fruit ;trice or

water after the massage.

*Ann and Katy have both worked with students labeled severely handicapped who have
needed assistance in attempting to communicate clearly. I thank them forshadng their

work with me.

* 'This section was written by Ann Perrault, Myomassologist, (1987) and Katy Palmer
(1983) WCISD. Ann revised both documents in 1988. Reprinted withpermission.

Being touched and caresse
Beino massagtzl,
is food for the infant
Food as necessary
as minerals, vitamins, and
proteins.

Deprived of this food,
the name of which is love,
babies would rather die.
And they often do.

Loving Hands, by Frederick Leboyer
1976, (Alfred A. Knopf, New York) p. 14.
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BIRIMBARHYANDMOESIELBEDiNG - MASSAGE

1.

2.

3.

4

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

"The Science and practice of tkvomassology"

i 19 I

Irene Gauthier
Publiahed by Anthony Joseph Romano
Southfield Mi. (1989)

"The Complete Guide to Foot Reflexology"
Davin and Barbara Kunz
Prentice Hall, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. (1982)

II W. tt if )1, I . fl1 I

Chris McEvoy, Jan Graetz, AnTt ?errault
Wayne County Intermediate School District
Wayne, Mi. (1987)

"Baby Massage"
Christine Sutherland
WAGS Production
Toronto, Ontario, Canada (1987)

"Healing Massage Techniques"
F. M. Tappan
Reston Publishing Co., Inc.
Reston, Va. (1980)

"Touch for Health"
J. F. Thie
Devores and Co.
Marina Del Rey, Ca. (1973)

"Cranial-Sacral Therapy"
J.E. Upledger and John D. Vredevoogd, M.S. A.
Eastland Press.
Seattle WA. (1983)

"The Many Facets of Touch"
Bernard Brown, Brazelton
Johnson and Johnson Publishino Co.
Skillman, N.J. (1984)

Music:
a. "Ancient Echos", Steven Halpern

b. "Comfort Zones",Steven Halpern

c. "December", "Spring",George Winston

d. "Pachelbel", Karen and Gisiel Musici

e. "Echos of a Waterfall", Susan Drake
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RATIONALE FOR SERIES k, OBJECTIVES

This purpose of these goals is to establish that the students do have preferences and use
their senses. Documentation, on the Communicative Intent Logs, should be kept on spe-

cific likes or dislikes.

These goals need only be done until documentation indicates that the student
'communicates likes, dislikes and awarenesses.

The very ;act that staff can agree on a student's likes and dislikes is a dear example of the
student's effective communication. The student is sending out a signal AND staff are
receiving the signal AND understanding what that signal means AND respecting the
student's decision.

The olfactory nerves evolved BEFORE the brain. They are the only neurons and pathways

NOT protected by a sheath. Consequently, these nerves have a DIRECT pathway to the

brain.

Aromas for relaxation, alertness and cessation of pain are:
lavender - reduced headaches
eucalyptus - alertness
mint - alertness
spiced apple - lowers blood pressure

A fragrance is pleasant and relaxing to the student if you notice deeper and slower breaths

and the student seems less distractible.

RESOURCES - SPECIFIC TO THIS SERIES

1. "Scena aneyfi_Llo "

Pamela Weintraub
Omni Magazine April, 1986, Vol. 8 #7

2. "Aroma Therapy"
Eric Mishara
Omni Magazine Sept., 1986, Vol. 8 #12

3. Meintimate sense of Smell"
National Geographic, Sept., 1986 and follow up article, Sept., 1987

4. "The Power of Holistic Aromatherapy"
Christine Stead

5. "The Sweet Science of Smell"
Robert Brody
American Health May, 1986 pgs. 55-59

See Bibliography for additional resources.
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SeriesS Objectives

OVER ALL G0AL The student will demonstrate early communication / interaction skills.

ANNUAL GOAL: The student will demonstrate responses to sensory stimulation by

consistent gesture and/or vocalization.

INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS:

1. The student will startle to loud/sudden noises, sudden bright light (flash bulbs,
opening of drapes or shades, etc.) any touch.

observation

2. The student will exhibit olfactory awareness of different smells (coffee, lemon,
colognes, peppermint, oregano, garlic, perfume, pepper, vanilla, ammonia,

incenses, etc.)

head turns
changes in facial expression
whole body movement
extremity movement

any or all of these reactions should occur within 10 seconds of cue

3. The student will exhibit awareness of different tactile sensations (velour, sandpaper,

cotton, wool, "fur, massage on extremities, dripping water, terry cloth, etc.).

Use #2 criteria

4. The student will exhibit touch preference (hugs, gentle massage, being held in staff's

lap, sitting next to staff, etc.).

observation

5. The student will exhibit awareness of different tastes (lemon', salt, sugar, "kool-aid",

orange, horse-radish, taco sauce, mustard, vanilla, etc.).

Use #2 criteria

6. The student will exhibit awareness of environmental change (inside-outside,
classroom-hall, car-bus, wheeled about-carried, classroom-crowded lunch

room, etc.).

Use #2 criteria

4 4
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7. The student will exhibit auditory awareness (male-female voices, soft-loud tones,
bell, radio (change volume), chimes, hand clapping, table pounding etc.).

Use #2 criteria

8. The student will localize to source of sound (up, down, right, left).

observation

9. The student will exhibit awareness of changes in his visual field (lights of differing
intensity, pen flashlight, candle, iight bulb, Christmas colored lights, blinking small
white lights, classroom darkened or lit OR people OR colors OR movement by
people or objects).

observation

10. The student will locate brightly colored object (right, left, above, at waist level).

observation

The procedure for evaluation of the lOs is documented staff observation of student
performance. This evaluation of student performance occurs on a regular, ongoing basis
throughout the school year.

MARMADUKE By Anderson
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Examples of Body Language Communication

Dr. Edwaml Trionick lists some facial, body and vocal signals that make up
non-verbal messages. Here are some examples:

Eyes, dull - Needs to take a break. Could be tired or overstimulated.

Eyes, bright and glazing - tuned in and alert

Lips, tense and,pulled back - fearful

Back, arching - Distressed. lt may be something inside him like a cramp or it

may be too much stimulation.

Feet, kicking - Alert and aroused, though he may be happy or angry.

Hands, clenching - Feeling tense. When combined with pounding his hand

or an object against a surface, a clenched fist could show baby is really

excited.

Hands, palms up - Asking for something

Tongue, in and out - Could mean baby's not happy and feeling some stress.

Coo - Happy and comfortable

Whimper - Sad

Read this and think about your students. How do they convey these messages?

Babies are born with at least five basic messages about their needs, wants
and feelings. They tell us what they want, when they're having trouble doing

something, when they need "time out", when they're giving up or when
they're succeeding through combinations of sounds, facial expressions and

body movements.

If babies are not fed right away, they may suck on their hand to control their
breathing and calm themselves down until they are fed.
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Student: ..,.)
Birthdate:

COMMUNICATIVE INTENT LOG
PERSONAL DICTIONARY

DATE COMMUNICATIVE INTENT
AND BEHAVIORS EXHIBITED
INTENT
IDENTIFIERS "This is what I do."

INTENT
MEANS

"This is what I am trying to tell you."

ee
5/87 I. right hand touches/sweeps thigh I. Diaper is dirty

Lee
5/87

2 tuns head away
facial expression of dislike lots of body movement

2 does NOT like catsup, carrots, cooked tomatoes

Lee 3. relaxes and calms when feet are gently massaged 3. enjoys the touch by familiar adults

4 vocalizes - higner pitch eye gazes at adult when adult

-4 stands near (within 3 feet) but does not Interact with
student

4 wants interaction

5. smiles and eye gazes at adult when his arm activates tt.? 5. wants a hug
VOCA and It says "Come here, I need a hug."

Collecting Information For The LOQ
1.1tems listed have been agreed upon by classroom staff as consistent.
2. Support staff and pwents rev!ew and add Items.
3. Shculd be up-dated twice a year.

Copies Of The LOCI

I. Should be kept with the current 1EP. This helps to Insure carry-over to the next classroom.
2 Should be given to the parents. They, in turn, can give copies to the students various therapists, doctors, baby sitters, Liblings, etc. These

other people cal then more readily understand and commmicate more comfortably with the student
3. video taping of the behaviors is strongly recommended Parents love watcning their chi Wen. Hopefully, the log will record the development

of communication by more and more sophisticated meals.
4 The log is no longer kept once thezttudent "graduates" to a traditiortal augmentative commmication system (signing, VOCA, communication

board, etc.)
5. Should be prominently displayed in the classroom. We want everyone to understand the communication systems.

"Everyone Comrnunicatesr (1987) He I er - WCISD
4 9
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Student:
Birthdate:

COMMUNICATIVE INTENT LOG
PERSONAL DICTIONARY

DATE
AND
INTENT
IDENTIFIERS

COMMUNICATIVE INTENT
BEHAVIORS EXHIBITED

"This is what I do."

INTENT
MEANS

"This is what I anttrying to tell you."

"Everyone Communicates!" (1987) Heler - WC1SD



RATIONALE FOR SERIES D OBJECTIVES

These vocal behaviors have gotten the most attention by language acquisition researchers.

This is the series that is traditionally thought of when discussing a capacity for

communication.

Although there is so much in current research on vocalization, I am concerned that

educators will forget to remember that the trust/bonding/security issues and communicative
intents by body gestures are also a part of the stual's repertoire of communication

attempts.

Lickhorns

RESOURCES - SPECIFIC TO THIS SERIES

1. alielimuiagruffgr,fgrmalives Prior to Speech"
Elizabeth Bates, Luigia Camainoni, Virginia Volterra
Merrill-Palmer Quarterly, 1975. Vol. 21, #3, 205-226

2. j: - ;a s.: A t- 11 I I I

Program for Preschools
Elizabeth and Andrew Johnston
Aspen Publishing Co., MD. 1984

3. "Baby Talk"
Bruce Lansky
Meadowbrook, 1983 - $4.95

See Bibliography for further resources.
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Series 0 Objectives

OVER ALL GOAL., The student wiu demonstrate early communication / interaction skills.

ARIDAOPAL: The student will use vocalization/augmentative communication in
attempts to communicate.

INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS.,

1. The student will employ diffelentiated (varied tone, pitch, intensity) cries for different
wants and needs (hunger, mit, dirty diaper, pleasure, pain, discomfort,
happiness, etc.).

observation
audio tapes
5 consecutive times

2. The student will "coo" (vocalization in lower tones, often in sAntence rhythm.
Student appears relaxed).

Use #1 criteria

3. The student will initiate social approach vocaily.

observation

4. The studant will laugh appropriately (staff interacti..g in a playful way, tickling, joining
in on staff laughter, etc.).

observation

5. The student will act upon an object to move/make noise/comfort by random
movement.

observation
5 consecutive times

6. The student will act upon a Voice Output Communication Aid (VOCA) by random
movement.

See rationale for VOCAs, pgs. 52-53
See techniques for VOCA use, p. 54.
Use #5 criteria
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7. The student will act upon an object to move/mahs noise/comfort deliberately.

repeats action
observation
5 consecutive times

8. The student will act upon a VOCA deliberately.

Use #5 criteria

9. The student will combine gestures and vor alizations for attention.

observation

10. The student will change pitch and tone of vocalizations to clearly indicate specific

wants or needs.

Use #5 criteria

11. The student will increase frequency of vocalizations

observation
audio tape

12. The student will babble (sounds easily labeled, sentence, length, often appears to be
practicing a sound).

Use #5 criteria

The procedure for evaluation oi the lOs is documented staff observation of student
performance. This evaluation of student performance occurs on a regular, ongoing basis

throughout the school year.

5
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(VOCAs) ALThis Level Of Functionina

1 Most of these students are not going to develop understandable speech.
Consequently, they are going to be dependent upon an augmentative/alternative
form of communication. Introdudng a VOCA early in their education program begins
to habituate the caregivers and staff to an alternative form of "voiced
communication" for that student.

2. Assuming communicative intent is essential in developing expressive
communication skills, and in fact, any skills in these students. This is just another
way to act upon assumed intent. (Gravity or the accidental touch activating the
device is assumed to have meaning).

3. Communicative intent and interaction modeling is recognized as a valid part of
expressive communication training. By instituting the VOCA training, using a device
and keeping data on the numtler of activations by the student, the classroom is
emphasizing the expressive communication portion of that student's program. The
device and it's use is one more strategy to emphasize the importance of this
programming area.

4. Voice output helps guarantee a quickness of response by the caregiver. The oevice
gives a voice to our students. People with understandable speech respond to an
other voice more quickly than to any other attention getting act.

5. The over-lays or menus pages are a good monitor of the changes in the student. As
the student becomes more definite in his likes and dislikes, develops preferences for
interchange, etc. so the over-lays change to reflect the newest like". This then
serves as one more piece of evidence, one more indication that learning is
happening.

6. The additional piece of equipment need no '. be expensive. (ADAMLAB products
are all between $300.00 and $400.00) Given the intense importance of this area of
progmming, the cost is negligible.

7. The device can be called language prostheses, meaning it's use facilitates the
student's immediate participation in oral language interaction.

8. The devices allows the students to participate in dialogues, in communication
interactions. This is absolutely essential because this is the way people am to
communicate more clearly and efficiently, talking to someone, someon.: back
to them and the conversation building from there.
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9. The degree of physical handicap often makes voice output and the adaptive aids the
only way a student can communicate more than the very basic needs and wants.
Body movement, facial gesture, etc. are helpful at that very basic level but in order
to ever get beyond that, these devices and their handicap adaptations are often the

only way out.

10. VOCAs eliminate some of the one on one work. Although, undeniably, the
physically impaired need one on one for any number of things, the VOCAs eliminate
it in some areas (academic programming, announcing a need or want, participating
in routine daily interchanges). They allow small group and class participation.

11. The students are safer with a VOCA they can use at all times. They now have a
means to yell "help" or "no" or call for assistance.

12. The VOCAs dlow some level of privacy because the student can be left alone (in

another room) and the caretaker knows that if something were to happen, the
student nas a way to request help.

13. One of the most important reasons for a VOCA is because people with
understandable speech only like to talk to other people with understandable speech.
They don't wait patiently or -1 out of their way to talk to someone who uses any
other alternative. Our studen have a right to this technology.

14. For education, for leisure time programming, for functional "in family" use, theVOCA
cannot be beat. Some devices have memory functions, environmental controls, and
print out capabilities that their use becomes much more than a voice. Given that
there is only so much that people can carry around, in addition to the student,
VOCAs become that priority.

15. The students also look more intelligent. When people see a computer or a piece of
"high tech" accompanying a student, they begin t,) think differently about that
student. Often this first impression eliminates tne need for our student to "prove"
himself. People assume his intelligence.

In all cases, staff comes to regard the student much more positively. I make this
judgement call based on the language used around the student before and after instituting
VOCA use. Staffs questions about the device and the student and the potential use of the
device is heard more often than the endless talk about the number of things that the
students cannot do. In the case of the students who are dependent for all care, this alone
to me justifies the use of a device. The better the attitude of the care-giver, the better care

the student receives.
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1. Place the touch sensitive or single switch VOCA in a position where it can be
activated by gravity, random or accidental touch.

2. The request on the VOCA will be pre-determined by staff who have found items of
pleasure enjoyed by the particular student. For instance, the overlay would say
"give me a hug" because staff had found previously that this student really enjoyed
this close interaction. For another student this might not be his "nurture preference"
and so his overlay would say something else. See WOLF menus pages 79-85.

3. When the VOCA is activated, staff responds IMMEDIATELY. Communicative
interaction and expressive communication power and control are sophisticated
concepts. Immediate response helps the student to establish the connection
between the VOCA and himself, to recognize that this combination has the power to
cause adults to act in the way he has requested.

4. I recommend that this part of the expressive communication program be instituted
for specific time periods initially. The "quickness of response" habit and positioning
the student and the VOCA into ideal positions takes some time to integrate
gracefully into a classroom routine.

5. All of these over lays are or separate levels. When using the VOCA in this fashion,
the skill training is entirely focused on internalizing the relationship between device
activation and control.

CONTACT ADAMLAB: Jan Jarrell, (313) 467-1610, for information concerning the
"Everyone Communicates!" vocabulary and overlays.
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Pros:

1. . Having the device lowered frustration level of their child. Made the child easier tt)

deal with.

2. Brought their child closer to age level.

3. Opened up the child's interests to the rest of the family.

4. Change in attitude by peers and siblings. As gotten older, peers, etc. have longer

attention span in her and in her device.

5. Older son demonstrated sisters device at school.

6. Felt the communication device brought out respect.

7. Could sit down and talk and chat with the family.

8. Write to friends, sell Girl Scout cookies, etc.

Cons:

1. People don't take the time to wait for responses. Makes the user feel what they had

to say is not important.

These statements came from an informal gathering of parents at a TASH Convention.
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"I can tell something's wrong, Harold. You know you can't hide
your feelings from me."

56
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1. Get into the habit of approaching the students slowly. We want our students to want
us in their world and this low approach gives them time to prepare themselves for

us.

Don't ever rush anything with the students. Go through tht,ir skill training slowly,

daily care slowly.

3. In group activities, position the students so that staff and students are close enough
to have the opportunity to touch otse another.

4. Any time you talk to the student, always attempt to engage the student in a
conversational turn taking situation. That is, eye contact, acknowledging the
student's participation no matter how minimal.

5. Always touch the students with WARM hands.

6. Explain all care and tasks no matter what the functional level of the student is
thought to be. You never know for sure what is understood because the student's
means of expressive communication is still so tentative and still so apt to be
misunderstood. A running commentary is often very effective if you don't know what

else to say.

7. Always cover the plastic and vinyl equipment. This is so cold or so sticky and is just
uncomfortable to sit or lay on. Sheets are fine.

8. At this level of functioning, do NOT use any negative remarks, phrases, etc. The
student is still very tentative about other humans and may not yet even function

outside of internal cues. Keep all remarks positive, welcoming and accepting.
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KEEP A ROCKIN' AND A ROLLIN' *

THE NEED TO ROCK

Rocking is first experienced in the womb as the fetuG is rocked in his amnionic
environment. As the mother walks, turns, sits and bends, so does movement occur with
the unborn child. Once the child enters the world rocking remains an nportant means of
providing movement and a sense of rhythm for the child.

Rocking is known to increase cardiac output and is helpful to the circulation (Montagu,
p. 128). It promotes respiration, discourages lung congestion, and stimulates muscle tone.
If a peson is too warm, rocking has a cooling effect as air passes over the body; when a
child is too cold, rocking warms him by the physical contact involved. It provides a gentle
stimulation of almost every skin area.

Years ago, rocking was performed as a matter of routine. An infant was placed in a cradle
instead of today's stationary cribs. At the turn of the century child rearing practices
changed. The cradle was thought to Indulge" and "spoil" the child. Parents were told to
take a more stem approach with infants and treat them like adults. The fixed crib was
introduced and much rocking of the infant ceased. (Holt, The Care and Feeding of
Children. 1894).

Children and adults, handicapped and non handicapped, "rock" their bodies for several
reasons:

1. transient rocking as a normal reaction to frustration,

2. rocking as an auto erotic activity in children who have suffered some degree
of maternal behavior,

3. rocking as a withdrawal of attention and extreme preoccupation in children
suffering from infantile psychoses,

4. rocking which serves the purpose of discharging of self-stimulation.
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ACTIVITIES MILS

Rocidng can take place in a variety of ways:

1. If the child is small enough to hold, take the child in your arms and rock in a
traditional rocking chair. The child can be-held (a) up at your shoulder (b) across
your arms (c) chest down, acrossyour lap (d) back down, across the top of your

legs, facing you.

2. If your child is too big to hold in your lap, sit with his.. on the floor with his back to

you. Embrace the child and begin rocking your body side to side, or front to back.
Later, add an instructor and child next to you, forming e. human, rocking chain.

3. Swaddling rarers to tightly wrapping the child in a blanket or sheet and
incorporating rocking. Comfouably wrapping a child offers a further sense of

security if the child is resistant.

4. Any child can be placed on a vestibular mat and rocked in either direction.
Unfortunately this type of rocking does not offer close physical contact.
Because of this to compensate, while the child is being rocked, gently stroke the
body. For some children a developmental ball may be used.

5. Do not pick up and rock a child only when he is crying or fussing. Try to reach him
befdre he cries. Rocking frequently forestalls crying if supplied in time.

6. If possible, rock two children at the same time thus allowing them to experience yet

another person.

7. Rock to the rhythm of quiet, relaxing music. Tapes of melodic tones have a

soothing effect on children and adults.

8. Children with eating and/or drinking problems, resdond wall to being rocked slowly

just before meal times. The relaxation results in .'ess gagging and coughing.

Ideas compiled by Jan Graetz,
Relaxation/Nurturing Program WC1SD, 1985
Reprinted with permission.
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AN AUDIO CASSETTE OF MUSICAL SELECTIONS

This cassette tape was prepared for use in classrooms that are in various stages of
implementing the cognitive-linguistic program titled: uEveryone Communicates!" by Ann
He ler. There are many ways in which individuals convey thoughts and attitudes to one
another, arid all of us would agree that music, in this case specific lyrical selections, can
create a specific mood or tone in our affective being. The songs on this cassette have
been selected for two purposes. The first selection of sons was put together to help staff
look at their students with acceptance as a viable communicative partner, and provide a
stimulus for some physical interactions through touch and co active movement. The
second side of the tape puts together a selection of r .gs form the past twenty years that
desaibes the value of relationsh;ps between two people, and hopefully enccurages staff to
again accept the students they work with and inspire them to creatively communicate with
this very diverse group of individuals.

This brief handout will give you an overview of the selections on the tape, a rationale for
each song's inclusion, and a few ideas of how you may use it in your classroom or home.
Ideally, this cassette will serve as a springboard for your own creativity on how you can use
the music that is important to you in your life to build communication bridges with your
students.

Side One : Acceptance/Interaction

The first sequence of songs are designed to promote a touching response between the
caregiver and client/student. The sequence lasts about 15 minutes and focuses on touch-
ing hands.

(1.) Reach Out and Touch Somebody's Hand: Diana Ross

Hold out your hand or massage student's hand while singing the song to him.

(2.) Touch a Hand, Make a Friend: Oakridge Boys

(3.)

This song is along the same context as the first, but with a country flair. The song
stresses the importance of touching and friendship. Again, staff should touch
student's hands while singing the song.

I Want to Hold Your Hand: Beatles

Hold the student's hand for prolonged contact during this selection.
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(4.) Everyday: Oakridge Boys

This song was selected as a bridge between the touch sequence to the parallel
internction sequence. The song describes smiling and "shaking hands". The staff
should sit across from the student and trace an outline of a smile on his face, and
shake hands when cued on the song.

The last sequence of songs on this side sre called "parallel! interaction" selections and last
about eighteen minutes. 'The songs were selected to provide an opportunity for staff to
engage in some physical contact with the students in a nonthreatening way to both student

and staff.

(5.) Smile Please: Stevie Wonder

This song should be sung to the student wtVe both staff and student are looking in a
mirror. It builds on the previous song on the importance of smiling. The staff and
student should be sitting next to each other. The staff member can place his arm
around the student and rock him gently while singing the chorus.

(6.) Lookin' Like Love to Me: Peabo Bryston and Roberta Flack

(7.)

This is another song that should be sung to the student while both individuals are
looking into a mirror. It is a wonderful song about taking risks and exploring new
relationships, and in many ways can dec-ribe a teacher/student relationship as they
both get to know each other's abilities ,4na expectations. This is a great song for a
slide show. The beauty of a slide show is that it is often a means to communicate
perceptions of the students you work with to staff and otner community people.
Showing picture &ides of the individuals in your classroom set to this song can
create a new perspective for many people who come into contact with them, and
may result in people seeing the individuals in a fresh and more caring way.

It Takes Two: Marvin Gaye and Kim Weston

Communic,ation is two-way, and this song is an upbeat approach to tliat idea. The
student should be placed directly across from the staff. The staff person (face to

face with student) holds onto hands/arms and rocks back and forth while singing "it

takes two, me and you"!

(8.) Rock With You: Michael Jackson

Sit spread eagled on the PlOor and have the student's back against your chest. Wrap
your arms around him and rock to the beat, music and wets of this song.
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(9.) Friend on the Floor:Hap Palmer

Have the student lie on the floor and gently touch and move the parts of his body as
they are indicated in the song.

Side Two : Acceptance/Inspiration

These songs have been selected deliberately from the past twenty years to generate good
feelings from the staff member's own past.

(1.) Briage Over Troubled Water: Simon And Garfunkel

This song is a beautiful reminder of how special a relationship can be.

(2.) You've Got A Friend: James Taylor

While listening to this song, why not get the WOLF VOCA out that when pressed
responds 'Teacher, please come here". When the sang says, uCall out my
name..and soon I will be there", have the student 1 ess the WOLF and come running
over.

(3.) Beautiful: Carole King

The song reminds us of the attitude we should carry into our classrooms, and the
pay-off that we will recieve.

(4.) Annie's Song: JiAn Denver

Although written as a tribute to his wife, the words to this sang remind us of the
value that each person can bring to a relationship.

Just The Way You Are: Billy Joel(5-)

A song about unconditional acceptance of each other, a major prerequisite for the
succssful implementation of augmentative and alternative communication
stratagies.

(6.) Happy Together: The Turtles

As a result of friendship and acceptance, we really can be uHappy Togeti ier.

(7.) When I'm 64: The Beatles

This is a light hearted song that hopefully will remind staff of our own vu!nerabilities
and increasing dependence on other people. It was included to generate feelings of
empathy for the students we work with.



(8.) That's What Friends Are For: Dionne and Friends

We are increasingly becoming a more interdependent educational system, and this

song reminds us poirantly of the value of friends in our professional and personal
life, and helps us focus on what we do in our profession in a "helping/service" field.
It is also another great selection for a slide show.

Prepared by: Mary-Dean Barringer, WCISD, 1987.

* This tape cannot be drplicated due to copyright restrictions. You can certainly pt
together a tape similar to this for use in your own classroom.
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STAFF TRAINING

The training of staff is so important. What has to be gotten across is two things:

One: They need to look at the students in a new way. They have to begin watching
EVERYTHING the students do. Staff has to learn to ask themselves "what is the

student trying to tell me by doing this behavior"?

Eventually everyone's observations are going to be shared. The items that are

agreed upon will then be added to the Communicative Intent Log (see pgs. 43-44).

Two: that it is OK and indeed necessary, t', be within 12" of the students and to touch the
students at times other than changing diapers or assiPting with skill training tasks.

The adults need to put themselves into the positions that will allow the student to
"reach out and touch" and then will receive attention in return. One of the critical
parts of a program at this level is the ability of the adult to inspire trust and security.

The following list of things have helped staff to understand what the program is trying to

accomplish.

1. Explain the objectives of the program.

Most agree that everyone communicates in some way. The task is to make staff

understand that it is the STAFF that has to open up to comr.,unicative intent.
Two examples: If tne student does not like carrots, DO NOT FEED that student
carrots. If the student responds to rocking by initiating the motion, find time to

do this on a DAILY, consistent basis.

The goal is to help the student realize that his actions and vocalizations CAN
cause adults to act as she wishes. This response of course, encourages more
attempts. By these actions on the adult's part and the student's part, we are
duplicating the early communication interaction model. We are developing a
"communicative intensive environment", an environment that encourages each

student to "talk" with us.

a. DEVELOP A LIST of actions, vocalizations, tension states, etc. that are
agreed upon as meaning certain things: certain cry means hunger,

certain facial grimace means a food dislike, etc. Obviously, the
"certain" items will be spelled out on the Communicative Intent Log.

If at all possible, document on videotape.

b. EXPLAIN and DESCRIBE these communicative intents to everyone
who works with the student. If staff is primed to encourage the
attempts, the communication interaction desire is strengthened in the
student. We then set up a "Catch-22" of attempts by the student being
rewarded and encouraged by the staff which makes the student
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attempt more and more sophisticated interchange which then encourages
and inspires staff to be more open and willing to continue "talking and
listening" to the students which encourages the students....etc., etc., etc.

c. DOCUMENT by video tape the communicative inten* attempts.

2. EXPLAIN RATIONALE for the intimate positioning.

The positions are adapted from the mother-infant bonding work. We have to break
the traditional "teacher-across-the-desk" syndrome. We need to be physically close
to our students. Traditional classroom activities do not work with these students, it is
time to "try another way".

3. DEMONSTRATE all techniques just as you would for any other skill training
protocol.

4. ASK PERMISSION before photographing staff.

5. ROTATE the students on a weekly basis. It is not realistic to allow the student to
build an exclusive one on one relationship. There are too many staff changes in a
school setting. These students also have to get used to a number of ancillary staff
both at school and at their various clinics. It is a very sad truth that these students
are often our modern day gypsies. They are moved often and rarely have the
stable, life-long intimate lamily" that a general education student has.

6. DO NOT RECORD data during the 20 minute sessions. This time is between the
student and that staff member.

7. FILL IN the Communicative Intent Log together.

8. Have ADDITIONAL INFORMATION about this work available. EAdmples of body
language are often requested. See the Bibliography.

9. DISCUSS COMFORT LEVEL for staff. Obviously, when staff is getting ready to
position the students, they should have enough paper Lweling to wipe drool,
bolsters for positioning, etc. This is supposed to be a comfortable, relaxing period
for both, not an endurance contest.
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The Speechless Communicator * Macomb County 1SD, Michigan

Spring, 1988, Reprinted With Permission

Augmentative Communication Quiz

Take'a minute to test your augmentative
communication skills Then check your answers.

1. If a child will eventually be able to use
,:peech to communicate, the youngster
should not be started on augmentative
communication system.

2. Providing a child with an augmentative
system will cause the youngster to become lax
in efforts to produce speech resulting in a
regression in speech/language development.

3. For a child who will be an augmentative system
user, it is best to adopt one augmentative
system and stick to it.

4. The best place for communication training is the
speech therapy room.

5. lt is important to make a child use an
augmentative communication system all of the
time.

6. Behavior problems must be resolved first before
we can begin communication intervention.

7. The speech therapist has no business being
involved in behavior management programs.

8. A child must be able to match a picture to its
oc:responding object before he can understand
its use on a communication board.

9. Language development is much more important
than communication skill intervention.

10. A child must understand a word-picture
assodation (receptive vocabulary) before the
youngster can use the picture on a
communication board.

11. Speaking adults should never use the child's
augmentative communication system because
that wc...ild stow down the development of the
child's receptive language skills.

IIMINIMIIIMMENIWEIlia

( ) True ( ) False

( ) True ( ) False

( ) True ( ) False

( ) True ( ) False

( ) True ( ) False

( ) True ( ) False

( ) True ( ) False

( ) True ( ) False

( ) True ( ) False

( ) True ( ) False

( ) True ( ) False

7 1

FQ-C1 Answers are on page 124 I
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nem TRAINING

In addition to the STAFF TRAINING suggestions:

1. - invite the parents to school to review the video tapes and the Communicative intent Logs. There
are few parents who can resist seeing their child on tape. As soon as parents understand what you
are looking for, they will mention other things: cries that mean one thing, which voices or people can
always bring a smile, techniques and holding positions that seem to bring out the child's °cuddles"
etc. The recognition of these behaviors as communication by professionals always reassures the
parents. The parents know their children and, to have their observations be looked upon as
absolutely crucial and impor ant always helps relations between the classroom and home. This Is an
ideal time to show them addtionai teOniques (the voice outpu: communication device or the Van
Dijk work, for example). I am so convinced that the parents have to be part of this process that
offering to provide transportation to and from the school is r& out of rine- At this level of functioning,
what happens at home is crucial. The school and parents have to work together.

2. - explain the Communicative Intent Log and ask for their input. This is often easier to explain after
they have seen the video tapes.

3. offer to demonstrate the techniques used for the relaxation portion of the goals or the position
needed that seems to elicit activation of the VOCA.

But be careful. Watch the parents carefully. If they really ssem to want to watch, go ahead. If they
are hesitant, don't push the issue and offer the video tape first.

Volunteer to teach them the techniques that the classroom has found successful. Once again, don't
push if the parents appear hesitant.

The reason for backing off and having the video tape ready is that many of the parents have not
accepted their child's functioning level OR have experienced the "crushed dreanf On. are not anxious
to have themselves set up to go through failure. Many parents may also be embarrassed to attempt
techniques or positioning in front of the school staff.

4. keep the training penod or sharing information session as comfortabie .s possible. All of the rules
learned to make parent-teacher conferences comfortable also apply here. Parents and the classroom
are a team. This is no place for competition, one-up-man-ship or professional elitism.

5. invite the parents in)ne set at a time. This will give you another opportunity to develop the
relationship between that family and classroom staff.

6. use this opportunity also to heip parents become more comfortable in their role as advocates for
their child. The following list of questions can help insure that expressive communication and their
child will be taken seriously.
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MY CHILD'S EXPRESSIVE COMMUNICATION PROGRAM

These questions are directed to classroom staff and therapists.

1. Explain what you will be doing over this year to increase rny child's expressive
communication vocabulary (vocalizations, signs, communication boards, monitoring

likes/dislikes, fam ;body gestures, experimenting with VOCAs and switches, etc.).

2. Who will do what? (What is the role of the Speech and Language Pathologist,

teacher, classroom staff?)

3. What can WE do to help our child develop his/her expressive communication

system?

4. When can we get together for specific training and discussion?

5. Explain exactly how you want us to use the system at home and in the community

6. What do you need to know about our home routine?

7. Where is the communication system my child uses, explained and described in

school reports?

8. What do you need to know about our child's daily routine?

9. Is my child encouraged to use his means ofcommunication throuohout the whole

school day?

10. What do you see as my child's current functioning system?

11. Wher. can we talk about my child's present system, the "ideal" system for my child er

the system I prefer?

12. Do you video tape my child's responses if the responses are not by a traditional

system (board, accepted sign, VOCA, speech) so others can become acquainted

with the system my child uses?

13. Where can I get more information on communication by means other than speech?

@MINN,.

Rementher!! "Everyone Communicates!"
AII.W...to,
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The purpose for the prepared pages is convenience.. We have tried to put together a
packet of "most frequent" communication initations. Remember that the user portion of the

Wolf is still available for student specific and classroom specific use.

This.overlay collection and lesson plan illustratetow the request to use natural gesture and
vocalizations and/or any alternative communication system at least 15 times a day per

student is easily done.

The pages are in three sets:

1st Set: Overlays 1-13.
These are examples of pages that follow "Everyone Communicates!" objectives. These are
probably going to be activated by random touch initially.

2nd Set: Overlays 1-6, 14-21, 30-33.

The se pages should be available in every classroom. These pages can be used for indi-

vidual affirmations and room routine.

3rd Set: Overlays 14-30.

These pages can be used in group activities and for specific event programming.

Naturally, these pages are only examples. Of course there will be pages that you design
specific to your students and your classroom. Every student has his own style and
personality. That should be reflected in your WOLF programming.
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Model "routine" lesson plan for "Everyone Communicates!" 1

Time Planned Activity Staff Communication lnitation Wolf Overlays 2

8:45-9:00 Greetings 'Hil Glad you came to school todayr Overlay 31

9:00-9:20 Toileting "Do you need to be changed?" Overlay 30
"Do you need to go to the toilet?"

9:20-10:00 Therapy Positioning 'I'm going to put you into a position. I will leave
Wolf here. You call if you need something.'

Put one of the pages
indicafing specific likes.

10:00-10:30 Skill Training "Ready for work?" Overlay 30

10:30-10:45 Snack Time "We need a break!! Want to eat? Overlay 30, 12, 13
Want something to drink?"

10:45-11:15 Self awareness 'Let's take a minute and talk about you.' Overlays 1-7
Relaxation

11:15-12:30 Lunch "Are you hungry? Are you thirsty? Overlays 12, 13, 30, 33
Do you want more?

12:30-1:00 Toileting See above. Overlay 30

1:00-1:45 Skill Training See Above. Overlay 30

1:45-2:30 Small group games "Lets play a game! Do you want to win a prize? Overlays 22-27

Peer Interaction' Is it your turn?'

2:30-2:50 Preparation for 'Do you want to go home? Do you need toileting? Overlays 30, 32
Departure Did you wear a coat today?

Soodbyer

..i111=1151=

I. No spectral amities or visitors, just a plain day. Any:ling special of course, gives Just so many more opportunities for
communication interaction.

1. it the vocalization or natural gesture is clear, ..su it rather than an augmentative Sy:Awn. Be sure to have each student's consistent
gestures and vocalizations described on a Communicative Intent Log.

3. Sets one and two are used here for all of the interaction required during group a..tivises. You would alsu use se..hree for specific
games, holidays, etc.
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"Everyone Communicates!" Overlays and Vocabulary
Available through ADAMLAB. Call (313) 467-1610

Page 1

I RM!

Page 3400111.
...I Learn Euerg Dag
...Look Out World!

I am Smart! "N*
I am In Schur*/

I am Alive and iell!
...00k Out World!)

Page 2

I flm Smart!
I Con Learn!

I Ilm ft Happy Somebody!

Page 4

...I Rm

I am Whole!
lam Loved!,

I Look Inside Myaalt
and Like What I Soot

I AM!

Although the overlays are printed as shown, the Wolf is programmed with this whole caption.
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"Everyone CommunicatesP Overlays and Vocabulary
Available through ADAMLAB. Call (313) 467-1610

Page 7

I Want II Hug
"1

Page 9

I Want You To Read
Me II Story

\

80

e

,..

II Im
UERY Madill

Page 6

I Feel Sad...

/
Page 8

Page 10

Chocoldte!!
Chocolate!!
Chocolate!!,

78
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"Everyone Communicates!" Overlays and Vocabulary
Available through ADAMLAB. Call (313) 467-1610

Page 11

I Went To Listen
To MY Fouorite Music!! 1

I
Page 13

I Want To Drink

Page 15

Happy Thanksgiuing!
Let's Rct Like Turkeys!

8 1

Page 12

I Went To
Eet

N

Page 14

It's MaitoweentI N
...say POO!

Merry Christmas!
'1
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"Everyone Communicates!" Overlays and Vocabulary
Available through ADAMLAB. Call (313) 467-1610

Page 17

It's Hannukan Let's Light
The Candles

\Allimrw001
Page 19

Happy Ilelent'nes Deg
Hug Me Quick!!

82

Page 18

EID MUBBRIIK!
HOLIDRY BLESSINGS!

Page 20

Happy Laster!!
Do the lIunng Hop

For Mel
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"Everyone Communicates!" Overlays and Vocabulary
Available through ADAMLA13. Call (313) 467-1610

B Happy Birthday To You..
Happy Birthday To You...

Happy Birthday Dear Friend...
Happy Birthday To You!

Page 23

I Heard It Through

The Grapeu Ina

O0000 Baby!!!

1'7r1 it through the grapevine..
Not mut;h !sager would you be mine..

ooctoc000 Baby!
I hriard it through the grapevine...

\And rm just about lo lose my miff}

Page 22

I/ You're Happy

And You Know it...

L

rIff you're happy and,you know It
Clap your handu !

you'rshappy snd ytut known..
Ciapinsur hands!

II you're happy and you know it..
Than your hurl will rutty show Iti
if you're haPpy and yoU know It...

-.
Ctsp your hands!!.--

Page24

You Deserve

A Break Today!

*

(You
degetye a break today... ..\

So /,at out and gel sway
To MacDonald*.

Two all beef patties, special sauce,
lettme, Cheese, pickles, onions..

on a sesame seed bun. .1

Although the overlays are printed as shown, the Wolf is programmed with this who'3 caption.
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"Everyone Communicates!" Overlays and Vocabulary
Available through ADAMLAB. Call (313) 467-1610
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Page 25

Vs YOUR Turn!

84

Page 26

Green Yellow0 0
Page 28
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"Everyone Communicates!" Overlays and Vocabulary
Available through ADAMLAZ::. Call (313) 467-1610

Page 29

C
saI y...Teacher, pour water on your head!

I say...Teacher, Sing me a Song!
I say... Teacher;f4lake a funny facet

I say... Teacher, Dane* for me!

Page 31

Page 33

Page 30

Page 32

Although the overlays aro printed as shown, the Wolf is programmed with this whole caption.
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Communication Control and Choice

by Bob Williams

Anne McDonakl was bone in Victoria,
Austraila in 1961. By age thra, she was
found to heve severe cerebral palsy and
assumed to have profound mental retarda-
tion as well. Shortly after her diagnosis she
was placed in St. Nicholas Hospital in
Melleyane. After languishing en a back
ward there for the next 15 years, Anne
summed up the beutal reality of her life and
that of far too many other of her contempo-
rmies in this way:

"Ire be imprisoned in one's own body is
dreadful. To be eonf-med to an in: _ Arlon
for the profoundly retarded does not crush
you in the same way. It just removes all
hope." (Crossley and McDonald, 19804

In the winds and deeds of Anne
McDonald and others with severe disabili-
ties worldwide, we can heear the makings ol
a dmion call if we choose to liaen. It is a
clarion call to action similar to one issued
nearly a decesk ago. In 1979, the Center on
Hann Policy helped stir many of us to
action by calling for a universal =mu-
niry imperative. Ten yeeas later, the typical
life experiences of people labelled severely
or profoundly disabled demand that we
tzkeyetanotherstepclosertotroecoinnni-
nity.

One way we can do this is by issuing a
communication imperative which affirms
and asserts that: Every person regardless
of the severity of thein disabilities, has the
right and the ability tocommunicate with
others, express every dry preferences and
exercise at least some control over his ar
her daily life. Each individual, therefore,.
should be given the chance, training, tech-
nology, respect and encouragement to do
so.

Working toward the widespread weep-
tmce and application of this imperative is
essendal. It can help to focus vitally
needed auention end resources on what we
rnn tin in ennhlit indivirim% wilh ityrn the

=St/My= disabilitim to begin to convex
antheplace:

hopeltssness with hope;
borerksm with curiousity;
learned heiplessnese with learned
initinfive;
superimposed pardvity with turn- and

risk-taking;
speechlessness with meaningful

expression;
confusion, anger and resentment with

choice;
mid, darkness at the end of the tunnel

with light.

We owe a tremendous debt to, among
others, Ed Roberts, Doug Guess, Anne
Donnellan, Anne McDonald, 1W eer
Shevin, Luanne Meyer, John O'Bnen
and Judith Snow. For thanks so their bold
efforts, we have learned that one of the best
ways to empower people with severe dis-
abilities in dui community is to encamp
them to make choices and comanmicate
more throughout their daily lives.

But we can never be satisfied with what
we already know about the powers of the
Four CsChoiee, Communication, Com-
!nullity and Controlin the lives ofpeople
with severe disabilities. Rather, we must
constantly be pushing Lack the outermost
boundaries of our knowledge L ee four
vital areas. In orda to do this efrectively,
we must at least take the foliowing steps:

1. We must recognize that people with
severe disnhilities, Me all others, have
personal preferences, likes mid dislikes
which they can karn to express through a
variety of effective means (Shevin and
Klein, 1984).

2. We must realize too, however, that the
everyday preferences of individuaLs with
severe disabilities are often ignored be-
cause these expreadons are viewed by
others as "aberrant," "offtask," "noncom-
plaint," "ipappropriate," "excessive,"
"challenging," "aggressive," "relf-injuri-
nat." or unonsensicar and rarely as at-
tempts to communicree valid wants, needs,
fears, wkhes or desires to others.

Houghton and her colleagues he
found that typically "classroom staff re-
*end at extremely low ratm eá =dean'
expressions of chain or inference."
(Houghton, Bronicki and Guess, 1937.)
The study showed that staff responded to
=der& expeessions of preference or
choice only 15 percent of the time during
structured activities and, about7 percent of
the tinvdarivg usannictured activities. On
the positive side, howeva, when students
were trled so expels a plefereence or
choice, they did so 99 pexcent of the time
(Houghton, Bronicki and Guess, 1987).

3. The Houghton study points up the
need to readily identify and !vein to re-
dress the barriers faced-by persons with
seven_ multiple disabilities to increasing
their everyday counnunication aed choice-
making. These barriers include being soen
as: too "low functioning" to communinue
likes or &likes; unsure what a "choice" is
since no importance was ever placed on
likes or dishkes; improperly positioned;
only able ts_say five words or itan unable

8 4

to read or wriz; unwilling to try to commu-
nicme since no one listtAs anyhow and
dependent on unpredictable body move-
meats to convey your evety need, want,
fear or desire.

4. In Within to recognizing and-ac-
tively redressing thene. barrios, it is
eqoally eseential to recognize that choicat
end prefesences can be expressed in a Yeti.
ery of ways, including: pointing; smiling or
using vibes facial expression.% gestudaa
sigoing; using a pkture bond; eye gazing;
relecting oqe kind of fond over another;
nodding or shaking one's head to indicate
yes or no; tuning in a favceite radio cant
swim; wombs favctite clotheg dm*"
in as late as oat can or doing we's begat
what one enjoys.

In fact, oftra a person's ability to apt=
a preference or choice is most
others' unwall4r4ss ex inability to pick
up on what the individual is saying
how he is sayihg it.

S. Boeouraging (nth individual to ex
press as many every day preferences
possitio truly is imperative. This ate
done by eacouraging the prawn to
when to get up on weekends and
when to go to bed; whaler to
be(orebedorin thementin; who will
him/her eat, bathe, dress, ete what
wear; what to eat; what to do nth free
cad who to do itvrith and when it is time
a coffee break.

6. Allow youraelf to ta guided by
zapresdens of preferences as much
pozilee. This help tlx pawn make
connection tetween having likes and
likes and making actual choices in fir
Frequentpluctice in tum.taking has
psornise as an effective dixir in
some individuals to compensate for
seven intellenual impairments and
nix/ming sense of learned help
and "supearimposed" passivity (id
and Gillette, 1936). If necessary,
aim can be added by:

Limiting the person's choices to one
two distinct %dons fiat;

Presenting a set areal choices 4:t
individual;

Fresoning the individual with a set
choices either of which would be
able and age-appreprime for himther
me, ""win and Klein, 1984):

1

tctre



7. Demand that mitres orgboxliagy be
liberating for people aria sewn dasahb.
tits. Notranke sock WU:iamb gam to
devices which are ilksiscd so men then
unicilic needs tad *Ai**. /mid depend.
ecce on high web spans which kenal tobe
too conlY brgemxibaty,imperannd a-sd
sophisticated to mate for mural mew-
sandal.

8. Concerzsda On identifying, strength-
ening and bedding upoo an laSyklual's
editing cor..ratmkatico it4 choit;.mak-
ing skills. The time fee twang mice.
caurnunicatirn and coati in the lives of
ail pccpie with sr= disabilities is sow. .
AS Anne McDoned bis polzuitd out

Wftlesssoineosettictteiojwspbmaing
outside a...person's previous nage of corn-
teuzleation,there is nom* the epeeehlen
person xx do so. Falhoe is 2 o crime.
Failure to sin someone the hemp of the
dot& ie."
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COMPARISON OF ADULT-1NITIATED VS. CHILD-INITIATED
INTERACTION STYLES WITH HANDICAPPED PRELANGUAGE

CHILDREN

JANET A. NORRIS PAUL R. HOFFMAN
Division of Communication Disorders. Louisiana State University. Baton Rouge. LA

Speech-language pathologists are increasingly providing intervention to younger and more severely handicapped children. The
methods and strategies that the adult uses in interacting with this population are important considerations in treatment. Theresults of this itudy comparing adult-initiated vs. child-initiated interaction styles indicate that prelanguage children engage in
a greater frequency and higher developmental level of communicative behaviors when the interaction is child-mmated.

KEY WORDS: early intemation, infants, language, whole language

Many intervention programs currently being t...ed with
prelanguage children provide direct and systematic in-
struction to increase the child... use of discrete aommuni-
cation skills seletted according to a normal sequence of
development. The speech-language pathologist (SLF)
identifies a specific edmmunicative behavior and pro-
vides activi :s designed to elicit and reinforce the tar-
geted skill Thus, interaction is largely adult-initiated and
controlled (Schafer tir Moersch, 1981, Shearer & Shearer,
1976), In contrast, proponents of whole language theory
or naturalistic language intervention approaches adu-icate
a more socially oriented, child-initiated and ch oa-
trolled interaction style of treatment (Bricke , 1986,
Goodman, 1986; Newman, 1986; Warren & Rogers-
Warren. 1985). Although this approach primarily has been
discussed in relation to children who are developing
spoken and.wriren language skills, it also is relevant to
children functioning within the prelanguage phase a
development.

The adult-initiated and child-initiated approaches to
treatment differ in both their philosophical bases and
practical implementations (Bricker, 1986, Fey, 1986).
Within adult-initiated treatment approaches the acquisi-
tion of increasingly more complex communication skills,
in accord with the normal developmental sequence, is
viewed as the manner in which language is learned.
Specific phonological, semantic, syntactic, pragmatic, 05

preverbal communication skills are identified, taught and
Ancralizecl to various communication settings (Cray &
Ryan, 1973. Iloistincicr & MacDonald, 1978, Neisworth,
Will llighby-Herb. Bagnato. Cartwright, & Laub, 1980,
NI:km, 1979. Roberts & Schaefer, 1984, Shearer &
Shearer. 1976). language-products, such as the use of-a
chiss of speech sounds, s)ntactk strictures ur pragmatk
lichaviors such as joint focus are of primary importance.

In cuntrast, whole language proponents view the de-
valorincutal sequence .ts tt,c actomplishoients of lan-
guagt It aial mit thc learning process itself ;Good-
nun. Ni.wman, 1986. Winitz, 1983). The process
lie within th realin ot social interaction in which chil
eIrcn ili,coirci that behaviors serve communicative func-

0 1990. American Sixech-Lauguage4 leafing Association

tions, and that different behaviors communicate different
Meanings (Bates. Benigni, Bretherton. Camerona & Vol-
terra. 1977, 1979; Bloom, 1975; Bricker & Bricker, 1974;
Bricker & Carlson. 1981; Cromer, 1976; Miller, Chapman,
Branston, & Reichle, 1980; Snow, 1984; Stem, 1977;
Tronick, 1981, 1982; Tronick, Ms, Adamson, Wise, &
Brazelton, 1978). Development is seen as the emergence
of new communication skills as the child's knowledge of
the physical and social world expands, creating both the
ability and the need for greater language refinement. The
process of interacting in order to share meaning and
express control over others is of primary importance..

The adult-initiated style of interaction operates with
the assumption that language is divisible into parts.
Cognition and social development are viewed as aspects
of development that are cloeely related to but separable
from language. Language itself can be thought of as
having interrelated components that develop, and there-
fore can be taught, as discrete behaviors (Bishop. &Aey-

& Porter, 1986, Cameron, 1986. Shearer & Shearer, 1972,
1976; Weiss, 1981).

The child-initiated style of interaction assumes that
language is tialivisible Lam a contex, of shared meaning
and social use, and that children discover the properties
of langaage through immersion in the communicative
process. As adults attribute meaning and conimunicstive
significancy to behaviors produced by ic chill, includ-
ing burps, limb movements, body posh ring, and semi-
izations, the child becomes an active participant in the
communication proce4s. These unintentieeal movements
and vocalizations cue the adult to respond to the child, a
process that gradually enables the child to discover that it
is his/her own behavior that creates the effects upon the
social envirimment. and allows inteutionalny in these
hehavuns to emerge (Bates, Camaituti. ec Volterra. 1975;
M.114( r. 1975. Snow, 1984, Tronick, 1981. 1982).

The philostspl "-al differences between tlidt-tintiawd
approaclic s arid the -mac whole language child-initiated
approachus result tit differences in practical implementa-
1 within treatment These differences include the
types of goals that arc targeted, the design and unplemen-
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cation of the activity, the types of communiestion acts that
the child engages in, the characteristics of the responses
expected from the child, the manner in which greater

. complexity in the child's communications is facilitated,
and the type of feedback and reinforcement that is pro-
vided (see Table 1). These differences refer to the behav-
iors that are exhibited by the adult within adult-initiated
and child-initiated geteractions.

The present study wes designed to determine if these
two interaction styles also resulted in different behaviors
exhibited by the child. That is, whether prelanguage
handicapped children communicate ilifferently under
conditions of adult-initiated versus child-Initiated inter-
actions. It was hypothesized that ohildren would exhibit a
higher frequency of communicative vocalization% limb
movements and body postures when their spontaneously
occurring behaviors were treated as initiations than when
attempts were maele re elicit communicativebehaviors. It
was further hypothesized that the developmental level
the communicative behaviors produced by the childre-
would be higher when their spont.neously eccurring
behaviors were treated as initiations than when attempts
were made to elicit communizrtive behaviors.

METHOD

Subjects

Subjects were five multiply handicapped children be-
tween the ages of 26 and 210 yeers. The subjects were
referred by en area early interventkr 7roject. A multidis-
ciplinary r ssessment battery indiceted that communion-
the abilities weee at a prelanguage level. Results a the
Battelle Developmental Inventory (Newborg, Stock,

Whek, Guiduhaldi, & Svinicki, 1984) pieced twe subjects
at the 9-month normative level for communication devel-
opment, and three subjects between 12 to 17 months.
None of the children were prodacing meaningful words,
and all had limited reperteires of voeal behaviers. Four of
the subjects demonstrated cognitive skills at a level
greater than 1 year below their chronological age (see
Table 2). Behaviors such as self-stimulation and persevere
ation occurred frequently in the actions of three of the
subjects. Self-stimulatory behaviors were defined as
highly repetitive motor behaviors and included spinning,
banging or flipping objects, eye rubbing, or rocking.
Perseverations involved the continuation of a response
long after it was appropriate.

All of the subjects exhibited complex medical histories,
including cereb.al palsy, febrile seizures, microcephaly,
and in four of the subjects reported history of recurrent
ear infections and otitis media. Neonatal complications
were noted in the case histories of all of the subjects ttet
included respiratory distress syndrome, apnea, intraven-
tricular hemorrhage, and feeding seoblems. Two of the
subjects were premature, with a gestational offe of 24-25
weeks.

Procedures

An adult female speech-language patholdgist with 13
years of experience in early intervention interacted wit%
each child under conditions of adult-initiated interaction
and child-initiated interection, as outlined in Table 1.
The SLP had not interacted with any of the subjects prior
to the videotaped session. The early intervention project
staff identified toys that each child was familiar with and
resporraive to. The toys included stacking rings, wooden
puzeles, lareeesized peg boards, activity boards with

TABIX 1. Differences between adult-inland vs chfidiniiisted interaction:.

Adals-laitiased Child-initiered

Specific secant; phonological, syntactic cs page*skills
are targeted.

Adult designs an activie- to elicit Wetted bdaviem with
blel Erectile:we-

Specific forma eze taught receptively (pc:inting to emminlars)
and exprcuively (shaping proiuctices)

The adult firm is used as the standard foe en acceptable
response.

A one-to:one relationship is established between aword and
its referent.

Imitation and shaping aro used to elleit closer approsimationa
to a target behavior.

Nontargeted behavion are considered isselevant and interfere
with elicitation of targeted responses.

Adult feedback Focuses on the correctness of the child's
responoe.

Secondary reinforcen (claps, podia, tokens) reward the
OCCUMICC of target behavior.

A level of coamunicadon is targeted- content, form, and use are
IndM

Activity is desigeed to allow for a Yeley of communicative
behavion to men adult intesorets-

Adult imparts meaning co child's behavior by teeepretine it as

a request. comment, protest, end so on.
Adult adds complexity to spontaneously occurring behavior.

C_nununications are into:petted variably to create novel wdects
with limited comnuuticstive belavixs.

Aduk iwarisks models; the highest communicative behavior the
child produces is respondeJ to each ra-ment.

Any behavior interpretable as communication; adult imputs
contextually appropriate meanieg.

Aduit reapoads with contextually appropriate action and words
to indicate what child bad communicated.

Behavion ere reinforced through theireffectscontrolling the
actions of the edult and toys.

Sources: (Anvood, 1983; Bailey & Wolery, 1984; Brisker, 1986; Fey,1996; Ingrarn,1977;Leonard, 1924; McConkey, 1984; Mahler, 1975;

Mahoney & Weller, 1980; Piaget & Inhelder, 1969; Roberts It Schaefer, 1084; Snow, 1984; Tronleir, Ms, Adamson, Wise, & &sultan,

1978; Warren & Rogers-Warren, 1985).
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TABLE 2. Characteristics of subjects.

Subject

A BCD
Chronological age 2:6
Sex
Battelle Developmental

Inventory Age:
Communication
Cognition
Social
Motor

Hearing
'Normal acuity? yes
Otitis Media? yes

Medical
Geztation

weeks
Seizures
Cerebral Palsy
Other

Behavior
Self.stimulation
Perseveration

2:6 2:8
M M

2:10 2.10

0:9 0:9 1:4 1:5 12
1:2 0:11 1:2 1:10 1:8

1:8 1:8 2:10 1:8
1:0 0:11 0:8 23 1:9

yes yes
ye... yes

Yes
Yes

25 36 25 36 30
yes yes no no yes
yes no yes no no

microcephaly

no yes yes yes no
no yes yes yes

dials, buttons and levers, stuffed animals, puppets, and
funcdonal items such as hair brushes and dishes. The
level of communication goals that were targeted for inter-
vention also were provided by the project staE

Each child was videotaped during a single SO-minute
session of interaction, for a tot al of 23 minutes under each
condition (see Table 3 and 4. The same adult interacted
with all five subjects over a period of two consecutive
mornings. Three of the subjects (e.g., Subjects A, B, and
E, selected randoraly) were placed flrst in the adult-
initiated interaction condition, and cwo were placed first
in the child-initiated interaction condition (e.g., Subjects
C and D). All sessions took place during the morning
hours at the child's preschool building.. The room was

TABLE 3. Example interchange between, adult and child within
the adult-initiated treatment strategy.

Adult:*(Presents a red ring).
"Lets put this one on."
(points)
"Tell me

Child: (Looks at adult and reaches for ring).
Adult: "Tell me 'on'."
Child: (Produces vocalization and taps toy).
Adult: "OK, you put it on"

(a:fists child in putting ring on peg.)
"Yea, you put it on"
(claps)

Adult: (presents a green ring)
"Lets put *his one on. Tell me 'on'."

Child: (Produces a vocalization and looks at adult).
Adult: Attempts to shape a closer approxinuttion by modeling

the target word.
Child: Produces an approximution (Atha nuget vowel.
Ault: "010 Cond girl, you put it on" and assists child in

stacktog the ring. Claps at child's success.

21 28-36 January 1990

quiet, with only the adult and the chiid present. Only
those toys presented by the adult were accessible to the
child to ,;nimize distractions and maximize opportuni-
ties far interaction. The children were seated either on
the floor or in a pommeled chair, depending on the child's
ability to sit unassisted. Under both conditions the SL2
actively attempted to maintain thefinteraction through
animated expression, changes in vocal inflection, and eye
contact.

In the adult-initiated condition, the adult presented a
stimulus to the child, such as a stacking ring, a doll, or a
large wooden puzzle (see Table 3). The adult targeted a
response to the toy and a communicative behavior, based
on the child's level of functioning. For example, the
targeted response Stir subject E toa ring-stacking toy was
to stack the rings from large to mall on the peg, and the
targeted communicative behavior was to request the ring
by imitating an approximation of the word "on." The
following exchange is an example of such an interaction.

In the child-initiated condition, each interaction began
when the child produced a behavior that the adult chose
to respoe8 to as being communicative. Cenerally.at was
the highest level behavior that the child produced at that
moment in time. For example, if the child vocalized and
pointed while moving a foot, the vocalization and point
were interpreted by the adult. The behavior produced by
the child could occur fortuitously and without apparent
crimmunicative intent. As a result of the child's behavior,
the adult provided a consequence in the form of sorge
action with toys-at the child's developmental level and
contextually appropriate comments. The following ex-
change is an example of such an iuteraction (see Table 4).

The advit's role was to provide c response that im-
parted rrgAning to the child's behavior, so that, for exam-
ple, a child's touch to the hair resulted in brushing the

TABLE t Example interchange between adult and child within
the child-initiated treatment strategy.

Child.

Adult

Adult

Child:
Adult;

Child:

Adult:

(Reptisitions body away from some stacking rigs that
are placed on the floor.)
(Interprets the body turn as if it were meanindul and
communicatioe by making a toy bird tun: one of le
rings)
"Oh, you want the birdie to turn it."
Looks at the adult, then at the rings, and touches the
sings.
(Anterprets the touch as a request to repeat the wig*,
(aid again makes the bird turn the rings)
"Oh, you want him to turn the ring again
"Turnturn" (spoken in bird voice)
Smiles, leaks at bird and turns the rings herself
(Interprets the child's action as ft request (or a turn)
"You want to turn another rine-
(makes the bird assist the child in adsling and turning
a new ring).
(Um= hack and touches her hair (oitmtamly while
vocalizing, and looks at the adult.)
Interprets the new behavior as if it were meaningful
and communicative by saying "Oh, ynu want the bird
to kin you," and makes the bird kiss the child at the
point of the touch.
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child's hair, a child's foot movement resulted in a puppet
chewing on the child's toes; and a hand movement
resulted in obtaining a puzzle piece or peg. Any apparent
attempt on the child's part to cause that adult response to
recur was consequereed by repeating that behavior, but if
no intennonal behevior was observed then any fortu-
itously occurnng behavior was interpreted and re-
sponded to.

tcoring

The middle 15-minute segment of each video recorded
interaction session was sampled by analyzing the final 2
minutes of each 5-minute interval, resulting in 6 minutes
of analyzed behavior for each subject per condition. This
yielded approximately 500-700 behaviors per subject for
each condition. Written transcriptions were made de-
scribing the behaviors of both the adult and the child
(e.g., Adult: "You want to pick it upr /looks at child, then
bearmakes bear pick up toy/. Child: /gigglessmiles
vocalizes (vow l)looks from bear to adult to bear
covers mouth/). The behaviors exhibited by the child
were then scored using the scale detailed in Appendix A,
called the Infant Smile of Nonverbal Interaction (ISNI).
This scale was developed in order to provide an instru-
ment for describing interactions compreheneively, rather
than to sample representative elicited communicative
behaviors (e.g., Brieance entory of Early Develop-
rnent (Brigance, 1978), or Portage Project Checklist
(Shearer & Shea, ..4 1976).

The ISNI incorporates sufficient behaviors at various
levels of development to allow for a complete categoriza-
tion of the numerous types of behaviors spontaneously
exhibited by the children. It provides for the categoriza-
tion of a child's communicative behaviors into the cate-
gories of communicative vocalizations, limb actions, and
facial/body postures. The conununicative behaviors
within each type are further categorized into stic develop-
mental age levels from 1 to 18 months. These levels
correspond to the substages of sensorimotor development
identified by Piaget (Morehead & Morehead, 1974; A-
aget, 1962; Piaget & Inhelder, 1 ).

Validity

Items on the Infant Scale of Nonverbal Interaction
were derived from a variety of nomiative soluces (Bates,
Camoioni, & Volterra, 1975; Blume, Sheaser, Frosham, &
Hilliard, 1976; Brigance, 1978; Dom, 1086; Eimare Siguee
land, jusczyk, & Vigotito, 1971; LeMay, Griffin, & San-
ford, 1978; Pnitthsge 1979; Roeder, 1917; Schafer & Mo-
ersch, 1981; Shearer & Shearer, 1976; Trevarthen, 1977).
In order to be included on the scale, a communicative

havior had to be referenced e, ceutring at a specified
developmental level on two sources of normative data,
such as a research article, a developmental table, or a
criterion-referenced test,

Reliability

Reliability of observations was established by produc-
ing a written record of the communicative behaviors
exhibited by the child. The counter on the VHS equip-
ment was used to identify tape segments. All initial
observations and written records were made by the SLP
who originally interacted with the children. Tape seg-
ments consisted of recording the sequence of behaviors
that occurred within a communicative turn, generally
3-10 seconds of behavior. The segment was viewed
repeatedly, with each repetition Iticusing on a specific
behavior (e.g., hand movements, then leg movements,
then facial movements, and so forth). This procedure
resulted in a comprehensive transcript of the child's
behavior.

Five of the 2-minute segments, randomly selected from
across all subjects were observed and recorded by a
seevnd observer, who was uninformed about the nature
or purpose of the study. This observer had early child-
hood experience, but not with handicapped children. A
one-half hour instructional session was provided in which
the observer was tzained to describe a behavior (e.g., "the
child smiled and moved her hands" rather than "the child
was excited"). The second observer then viewed the
taped segments in accordance with the procedures fol-
lowed in the initial scoring. The observations of the
=informed observer were compared to the orlenal writ-
ten transcript. Points of agreement were deeignezd with
a checicmark, while differences were wt.! n above the
original transcript in parentheses. The eercentage of
agreement was caleulated. Percent agreement between
the first and second observer was .94. Only three differ-
ences were obtained between the second observer and
the transcript for behaviors that were scored u commu-
nicative, and all of these were in the categozy of wing at
the adult during the interaction. Differences generally
focksed on details 'in body movements, such as "moved
fingers and touched hair" versus "touched hair."

Reliability of scoring was established by having the
SLP and a graduate student in speech-language pathol-
ogy indep&idently score the transcripts from five ran-
domly selected 2-minute segtneots. Eaeit behavior re-
ported on the transcript was assigned to a developmental
level and category of behavior from the ISNI. Inter-rater
reliability (i.e., percentage of agreement) between the
first and second scorer was .96.

RESULTS

Results are based upon the frequency of communica-
tive behaviors occurring in the child-initiated and adult-
initiated conditions. Differences between the two condi-
tions are reported for each child at three levelstotal
frequency of communicative behavion, frequencies of
the three categories of Communication Types, and fre-
quencies of five c -pries of Communication Levels. For
each categorization, a difference between the two condi-
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toms is judged to ha.t. 44-tidied if .111 hve of the subjcts
produced a higher frequency of., communicative behav
no. m One coliclitmo, either the child-untiated or adult-
initiated. This decision resin's in a .031 significance level
for each comparison according to the Sign Test (Haber or
Runyon, 1974, pp. 300-302).

Table 5 displays the frequency of occurrence of com-
municative beht..iors classified by communication type
vocal, limb, and facial/body. The right-most column dis-
plays the total mother of behayiors elicited in tht, adult-
initiated and child-initiated conditions for each child. All
children produced more total communicative behaviors
in the child-iisitiated than in the aclult-iniPiated condi-
tions.

The categorization by Communication Type shows that
the frequency of facial/body movements was higher for all
subjects in the child-initiated than adult-initiated inter-
actions. Differences in vocalizations and limb movemeLts
did not consistently differ across the- twc . mteracuon
conditions.

Table 6 shows the frequency of communicative behav-
iors fOr each child in each condition categorized by
Comumnication Leve:. All children showed more Level
III and Les el V behas mrs in the child-initiated than the
adult-Initiated conditions.

DISCUSSION

The results of the study indicated that the manner in
which an adult interacted with prelanguage hanchc.ipped
children did produce a change in the behaviors exhibited
by preschool, handmapped children. USC of the child-
initiated approadi resulted in overall higher frequumes
of c iocative behas tuns, 4 lughta number of limb
moscasienb, .iod a higher noinbct of Level III and Level
V behaviors.

III general do. ty Juminuili46% e behav iors exhib-
ited by H 11. sultial sobjects was consistent acsms intcrac,
two conditoos. That is, chikiren who produced more
111o:, mossineats thao vocalizations and so forth did so
w ithin boa Citeraction approaches. One notable excep-
tion was Subject C who suffers erebral palsy and who
exhibited limited he .1, body and limb control unckr the

TAME 5. Summary of subject responses by communicatiou type.

/moat Vocal
Type

Limb Faciallliorly Total
,IIIMMIll
Sttlw ut A Adult 24 IT 411

(:hild 5 :13 21 59
Subjeet IS Adult 13 41 3-1 88

Child 49 3.5 106

Solve! Adult .12 13 5.3

Zauld :1.5 44 47 126

Sitlumt 1) Adult 26 54
Chad (I 43 19 81

Subject E Adult 15 56 6.3 135
Child 41 44 173

WILL h S ,, unponm.. by dust lurnm mai leeel.

Subject A

Subject

Subject C

Subject 1)

Subject E

itntiot

Adult
Child
Adult
Child
Adult
Child
Adult
Child

Child

Letel
I II Ill IV V

5 34 3 4 0
0 23 11 9 16
5 61 12 o 8
1 39 2' 13 26

39 4 (1 8
6 56 39 2 23
1 26 9 2 16
0 l 13 8 38
1 94 ." 15 20
1 88 4 9 19

adult-initiated condition. When small and fortuitously
occurring movements were interpreted as communicative
both the rate and the level of these behaviors increased.
The child worked to keep his head raised to watch the
toys, frequently producing smiles and grasping motion7
that were,interpreted as requests for recurrence or change
in the action.

For all of the subjects the level of x ocalizing either was
the same between eonclitionS or was higher in the child-
initiated condition. Direct attempts to elicit and reinforce
vocalizations within the adult-initiated condition did not
increase their occurrence relative to spontaneous produc-
timis in the child-initiated interaction. The greatest dif-
ference in vocalizations between the two conditions was
observed in Subject E. When attempts were made to
elicit vocalizations under adult-initiated conditions she
exhibited many behaviors that rejected and terminated
interaction Her level of vocalizations was greater within
child-initiated interactions, particularly when the adult
performed a sariety of ch.mging actions in responte to hut
utterances.

When the communicative lescl of the hehasiors was
examined some interesting trent:s were noted. Stage 1
behas mrs did not differ between the groups, occurring
with low frequency under both conditions. These lichas-
lors are normatively appropriate between the ages of I to
3 months and generally are reactive and nonspecific to a
particular stimulus. All or the sulyeets generally pro-
duced behaviors that were at a higher developmentd
level than the squeak, random body movements, and
reflexive smiles characteristic of this period.

III general Stage 11 behaviors occurred with high frt.-
quency throughout the interactions under lmth condi-
tions. These behaviors included vocalizations that were
nonspecific hut directed towards a hiy or the adult,
reaches for objects that were phwed within clow range,
joint fools to something presented by the adult, and
smiles and frowni directed at the adult. A higher occur-
rence of this level of behavior was observed under the
adult-uutiated condition for four of the sajects, indicat-
ing that the children were responsive to the adult and to
the stimuli that were presented. However, for Subjects 11
and 1) many of these liehaviors were sell-stimulatory or
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perseveratrve in nature consisting of ilippnig or lunging
objects that were placed within wadi.

Stage III behaviors nichWed attempts to imitate speech
sounds. vnealiaations with an Mtent in elicit adiall Hi
assistance, hint:dims of gestures, gestures with 1st intent
to Own :Rim lir assistant:I% and smiles in 'espouse tit
tvaws in entotaninwnt. Fur all milUects this ies el id
interaction Was higher nutter (Auld-imitated t
One aspeet of the interaction that appeared lo lane
(Ands illtsted to the higher freqnency of behavims at this
des eloputental les el was the thild's wrception of con-
trot. At cartons points within the child-witiated old). the
children appeared to make the discovery that their ae-
tunW umtrolled the beim iors oldie mlult. This discovery
resulted in observAdy more intentionality and mainte-
nance of the iliteraction. Rehavmrs such as repeating an

fintuillinsly ocvnrring behavior. coordinating be-
ha% stirs such as looking and reaching, watching objects as
the mined. giggling, and vocaliAing began to occur with

high frequency at identifiable points within the interac-
thins.

Level IV behaviors occurred wi&l.,w frequency under
both conditions. Vocalizations at this level are character-
ized by a variety of consonants and are highly imitative,
behaviors that were generally above those produced by
my of the children. Most of the level IV behaviors that
were exhibited included imitating limetional actions. A
higher frequency of the communicative actions produced
by the children were rated at Level V. Most of these
behaviors consisted of points, reaches and grabs at objects
or toys to indicate requests for reactivation or possession.
For all subjects they occurred with greater frequeay
under child-initiated conditions.

In many instances the manner in which the adult
responded t the child contributed to the greater occur-
rence of Level III and V behaviors within child-initiated
interactions. At points where the children engaged in
self-stimulation or mattentive behaviors such o,t looking
as cty. these behaviors were consequented with action as
if they were intentional and meaningful. A responsive
action performed with the toys by the adult generally
resulted in thc production of a higher level behavior by
the child, such as an intentional look or reach toward the
objects. Within the adult-initiated interaction, these be-
haviors w,-,e viewed as inappropriate and therefore were
not reinforced. Attempts made to eliminate them by
interrupting the self-stimulatory behavior and directing
the child's attention to the target stimuli resulted in a
higher frequency of Level II looking and reacting.

In summary, many of the properties inherent in the
child-initiated style of interaction appear to be. conducive
to the prodoction of communicati re behaviors in handi-
capped prelanguage children. However, this study
looked only at the immediate effects of adult interaction
style on du communicative behaviors of prelanguage
children. further studies exploring the longer-term ef-

fects need to be conducted in order to determine if
ehild-mitiated intent:Aims are effective in facilitating the
development of speech and language.
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APPENDIX A

Infant Seale of Nonverbal Interaction

PROCEDURES
I. Retanding Interaction%
1. Videotaped retandings are made of equal segments of

n.tiuii iiiiiki both adult initiated and 4.hild initiated cc.nde
dons.

2. The interactional lieliav filth of both the ;Judd and the a4ult are
observed in order tit priwide the context for mrking judg-
ment% eimecrunig the type and level of interactive behaviors
exhibited by the chilli.

II. Sampling Interact'
I. depre,entative %amides of the behavior are obtained by

%electing a segment of the tape and then recorthug all of the
behavuirs that occurred during sixvilietI intervals. For exam-
ple, 6 mmute, of euntimmus data were obtained by sampling
three 2-mninte aegment,. (Le., the (had 2-minutes of each
5-minute interval).

2. listen ak are measured usingthe counter en the VI IS miinpment.
provedure allow% for a aeginent of the tape to be ea wed

repeatedk . which i% parmularly important lietaroe of the moitt-
ph- behavior. % iiiii ilanwololy otnenali.aul teconted.

3. An event reeindieg procedure i% used, where the presence of

each criterion behavior is recorded every time that it occurs
during etch 2-minute interval.

III. Coding Interactive Behaviors
1. Scoring Is conducted by recording each &Chariot in the

sequence that it occurs within the interaction. Firat a Devel-
opmental Level is noted, followed by the appropt gate Cute-
/airy and Type.

2. tie developmental level of the traeractive behaviur are
reeorded according to the following:

LEVELS OF INTERACTIVE BEHAVIORS
Level I (1-3 Menth Rating). These behaviors wog in
response to general stimulation, and Me usually in -ruction
to the adults actions or the general environment.

h. Level II (4-6 Month Rating)."These behaviors occur in
response to play between people, generally reflecting turn
taking but nut specific control over others.
Level III (7 to 9 Month Rating). These behaviors mem
when the infant initiates i.ontrol in the sitteraction, by
mutating actions and reacting as participants share mterae-
tion with objecti.

a.

C.
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Level IV (10 to 12 Month Hairne). These behaviors jacinth'
011111.0mM of ctual functional act and conventional
gestures or vocalizations. their ine.ming IS IlswIllY dear in
motext.

e. Level V (13 to 18 Months Rating). Them. !behaviors are
ihrected at getting the adult to share ohjects. 01

the want(' m the thdt keeps ',Wow.
3. The Category 01 behavior Is reeorded ace:admit to the follow-

ing.
a. Is wale/atm., mantling nouspeech

:mil wools.
h. lanai Actions, mcholmg

hawk, anus, legs, und feet
Facud and Body Postures, Including ounements vide. eyes
awl month and body positioning that aw

4. The specific Type of behavior is recording aceurding to the
following types, listed by Developmental Level and Cate-
gory:

l. 4l1'e11i 5 is,

einems and gestures of the

I. 1-3 Month Rating

View/lac/turns
1. Umiiiferentiatisi Vovalizetions done to general environ-

mi'llt, rather thOm a specific stimillus
2. Generalized siliwals or cloick:;.s iii pleasure or frustrat
3. Coos and othet vowel vocalizations produced to general

4. Respouds tu otlu TS. vocalization with a vocalizatiim in %weal
play, not phiy with objects

Limb Actions
I. Random body movements showing excitement
2. Startle response
3. Attract attention with lsody movements
4. Antwipatory activity (excitement when object seen)
Facial and Body Postures
I. Maintains eye contact when Interacted with
2. Smiles or widens eyes when talked to
3. Looks at people, not in response to play with objects
4. Visually follows people and objects

II. 4-6 Month Rating

Vocalization
1. Social vocalizations, Melo ding vocalizing when action done

to infant, squeals when talked to, cries if disrupted, laughs
to interaction.

2. Vocalizations characterized by intonation changes in coo-
big. Bilabial consonants /pi PI /eV produced, rektition of
CV syllable, consonants, /rof tb/ lal 11/1w//h//p/ It/

3. Imitates pitch and loudness changes
4. Vocalizes directly to another person
S. Vocalizes while playing with toy
6. Turn taking in vocalizations
Limb Actions
1. Social refusals, including pulling away, shaking head
2. Reacts to social negatives with cries and frowns
3. Wiggles limbs when adult Initiates a familiar gesture
4. Child reaches toward another person or close object
Facial and Body Postures
I. Shows anticipation, including raising arms to bepicked up.

movtAg close to another, clinging when held
2. Smiles or frowns at other people, but not because of play

with objects
3. Moves to see what is being shown or looked at
4. joint focus to something presented by adult

111. 74 Month Rating

Vocalizations
Attempts to imitate speech so. ids (may not be same
sounds) and CV sequences

2. Vocalizations show changes in pitch, quality, intensity, rate,
and duration

3. Vocalizes to have toy mactivated or Whitt chi actual
4. VocahZ"'t at objeCt, then htOks to Minh and tuthein:s the

need for help by a pull, grab, etc.
5. Imitates non-speech sounds (cough, suv ve-

hicles)
6. huildtes words witimut attaching Meaning
7. Babbles phrases with 4 or umre dillerent syllables. Includ-

ing somuls such as it/ NJ in/ iwi III Iv/ A/
Limb Aetimis
I. inmates movements like wiwiug arm. patting hand on tray
2. Pushes away unwanted feed, ubject. person
3. Moves limbs to indicate reactivation or reeurreuce
4. Cralis udults lingers, pulls hand etc. tn indicate recurrence
5. Does action for familiar game like pat-a-cake
Facial and Body Postures
I. Smiles and laughs when teased or entettained
2. Pulls hack or imwes to reject something
3. Uses eye comas* to indicate recurrence or help
4. Moves by leaning over or moviug forward etc. to follow the

at-lions of adults and objects

IV. 10-12 Month Ratings

Voro'izations
I. Repeats votailization if it is responded to
2. Fusses, cries, tantrums wheu desiree object removed
3. Espresces nevatiee reaction through vocalization
4. Uses single word to label
5. Imitates a series of sounds said by adult
6. Uses jargon to toys and people as if talking
Limb Actions
I. Points tu noticed objects
2. Points to pads of objects upon imitation
3. Imitates actions that are functional (eating, washing...) or

repeats modeled =Bee to nte.ke the event recur
4. Imitates novel gesture
5. Extends toy to give, but doesn't release
6. Gestures to represent an action (wiggles hand to get some-

thing to move)
7. Uses social gestures like waving bye-bye or shaking 'no'
Facial and Body Postures
1. Wiggles body to continue a movement like bouncing
2. Moves body to represent an action (rocks to represent a

rocking toy)

V. 13-18 Months Rating

Vocdizations
I. Uses five words
2. Uses ontword for many meaninzs
3. Imitates variety of words
4. Uses Argon mixed with real words
Limb Actions
I. Gives !Meets to adult to get toy to (re)activate
2. Founts, reaches, grabs objects or toys to indicate wanting

them
3. Repeat sa,tions that produce laughter or attention
4. Uses gestures in combination to indicate wants
Facial ard Body Postures
1. Imitates facial movement or expression
2. Leads adult by hadd to desired object

9. I9-24 Months Rating

Vocalizations
1. Vocabulary of 10-50 words
2. Imitates 2-3 word combinations
3. Attempts to describe experiences usingJanton mixed with

real words
4. Uses a variety of won! classes (actions, agents, attributes

etc.)
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Limb Actions
1. Bawk hook or object to be read or shared
2. Dori a series of relational actions
Facial and Body Postures
I. Does own action if other person will not respuml
IV. Reliability
I. Scorers are trained until they reach a level of 90% accuracy

in coding the behaviors.

9 4
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2. A coef6c1ents of agreements method is used to estimate
reliability of scorer judgments. An index of both the rat* of

agreement between observers, and instances of agreement

are obtained.
IV. Analysis
1. Behaviors are tabulated to obtain frequency counts.
2. The obtained data is subjected to statistical snalyses spe-

cific to purposes of the study.
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Although much has been written about language development theory
(Chornskr, 1969; McNeill, 1976), assessment of language (Horstmeler &
MacDonald, 1975; Kirk & McCarthy, 1968; Lee, 1971), and language tnterven-

tion programs and techniques (Guess, Sailor, & Bur, 1914, 1978; Gray Cs

Ryan, 1973), there Is HMS theoretical, assessmant, and kttervention Infor-
mation pertaining to preianguage communication shills. The literature to-

VMS narrowly on the areaof cornmunicationflanguage.MBWicliWis
,aaickUja tritialittreactamygrA sliptplit..41iliftiirifieliTituage lü shoo-

k:ft} itnifiliTnirtisecomrhimIcate. The current trend SOWS to make
communication synonymous with formal language structures (Le., oral pro-

duction, signs, symbols, codes, etc.). This Is appropriate only if the human

sutqccts under investigation are capableof dealing with a formalized time-

lured language. For many severely and profoundly handicapped individu-

als. this slnonymity is not warranted. Rather, one must begin dealing with

communication as a separate entity from language.
Accoiing to Hollis. Carrier,,cnd.4radiln.(97.01, ea teachers of.the

fraitittitaq as; detertniritthe fowl:anal receptive
india-xpressive corrimunication channele. For those Individuals who are se-
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movements, the child UM idiosyncratic repreeentations to think and te

consmenieele- Eventually, these Idlosyncrellereexecentattons are repiteeC

by comentionstrepresantations or language.
The major mission of the- Van Dijk reenenuntestion program is to help

the prelanguage, nosscommureitalive hxlivIdual develop communication

and eventually tangusge. This lit accomplished by wine a step4*-step
procedure which employs movement by the child and L6er teather to foster

cominmicallon awsreness.

THE VAN DIA PROGRAM

The first melte procedural stage of the Ven Dijk communlcatten pro-

gram is termed avaenaneepAt th4 stage the abilstastesakar
meeeftenstrattrartiggeTauffeefutetk0440haelm.tfaire one responds to
the child's movemalts as If they were communicative thereby hciping the
child learn that Ms movements cm affect charm.. Erne:lees Is placed on
the development of a primary reistIonshlo between the teacher and child to
provIde the child with a connection to the Weds werld. Here the tescher's
behavior Is contLegent upon the behavior, Initially, one starts with
basic movement patterns of the child (e.g., reddre). If the child shows no
consistent movement patterns, the teacher must hep the child develop
movements winch can te used In a rrentement program. Such movements
cea Lenity be promoted through the mot shaping tecimiques and !heap.
plIcallon of other behavioral prirmiples as a part of thechlid's legutar phol-
cal education or physical therapy training. Sterling with these nonthreaten-
ing movement patterns; will help make the necessary later transition to
altered body movements easter.

In the resonance stage It Is mandatory that the teacher be in the same
physical plane with the child (body-to-body). For example, If the child has
been observed to rock, the Mather weed rock wiih thechild with the child's
back aeenst the teacher's) chest. Later, after the child demonstrated em-
cees In the body-tobody plene, one may proceed to the opposition plane
(the teacher ken the ehliti), but some physical =tact Is slit: necessary.
in resonance, there Is no separation in tine or space. Receptive resonance
is evident when the chlid shows awareness of the mutualmovement
active participation, =Hine, cooing). When the teacherand child move to-
gether, the leacher shoutd stop and welt to see If the OM provides e cue to
tho teacher to Initiate the movement once again. These expressive resole
env: CM (tge an Irrienonsi path beAwards against the teacher* chest,
patting the teacher's leg) can be denteped Initially by physical guidance
and by foliewing the cue with the duered mement.

, 2 %

Starrborg,

ethnic reinforwneet Is necessery, for movement Itself is lc
forcing.Agaln,gre purpose of tilts procedural stag:cis not'
mental:sit rather to uSe movementto communicate.

The secend-stage of the Van DIProceninueleallon-pro
tssereeff ,ilfgliimetrIP At this level, the teacher and the child ;
spool bue itotinitme. For exaMpleethe teacher May sit beal
melting In close proximity. The teri&ser may Initiate a her
(with or witheaut a torresper4ng cue) to determine the chlk
Active movement (Le., an awareness of the mini moven]
may use a signal to /Mkt* a rtertutl move (IA, expressive
meat). The movement dialogue cofttinueie but because of tt
space, the child must obsee0 the teacher as the teacher pre
movemeet to ancither. Again, tequeece and anticipation in
gradeally beilding up sequences-the ctgld care perform w
Typically, grosemotor mavements are pursued -before Th
mantle Symmetricalmovemente (e.g., both ilmhsnevirg in
tiomf-piene at- the sarnetime) appear false enter to der
mane/kat ;normalise Onto the child can_move
movernent sequences With lite adult, objects_ can be intri
'movement sequences. For exampley teacher and child migh
blocks from a 0,034 carry them to the table, and place th4
table. Through thle type of activity, the constructive MO ol
teractiee pity are stimulated. The child learns about Objet
Ns of her bode and movements, thee helping him use the b
exploring Ito world.

When the child can follow aseries of co-active symm
metric movements, nonrepresentational reference activith
The purpoaes ef these activitles are to build bedy Image.;
child that the body canbe represented. Initially; the tetcher
of (trot her own bodyind indicateato the child to dupilo
that Is being modeled. Once the child disptays comistent
(tonal refertece movements Witt the teachef as a model, I
Introduce a doil as a model. The doll-as-teacher model the:
lige:8434M model end finally to a paper/peed/ or chalkbr
representation of the body. Again, eaeh model and the Oil
lo space, but the medal remains for the child to duplicate.
these activities Is to develop body Image, to teach Poiniina
child oecome MVO that the body can be represented.

Thethird stage of Van Dijk's commenication program
Nate Hare there Is sopa/alien Intent time and space. The I
play a collate movement pattern, stop the remment, and v
to duplicate the pattern (I.e., receptivadeferred Imitation),

ft 3 ot oreasive cua Le.,
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chalkboard stiek figures as representation, the teachee would draw the
stick figure model, ash tho child to look at the model, erase the model, and

ask the child to duplicate what he of she saw. in this situation, then, the
child must defer movement until after ere model Is rto longer available.

A communication device used throughout the ee -Active movement and

deferred Imitation stages is anticipation shelves. Typically, these are se-
quences of connected cubicles, each cubicle representing a different activ-ity.during the school day. Within each cubicle will be placed an object the
child will associate with the specific activity (e.g., a cup representing
lunch). Just pricelo each activity, the child is requestuuto get the appropre
ate object (Initially this will be done through physical guidance), and then
Ire child proceeds to the related activity. Once the child is finished with
this activity, he is directed toward putting the object back onto the appropri-

ate shelf Or into a "finished box." During coactive movemente the major
purpose of the shelf is to have the child associate the ebject with the physi-
cal movement toward the corresponding activity; in deferred imitation, the
purpose is to have the child associate the object with the actual activity.
The anticipation shelves procedure is consistently repeated, and the proce-
dure helps the child structure the day, teaches the function of objects, and
helps the child mAe transitions from one ectivity to another. The progres-

sion of different nonree esentational reference models in the co-active
movement and deferred imitation stages from concrete to abstract Is also
evident In the anticipation shelves. One initially starts with objects, then
proceeds to predrawn pictures or photographs of the objects, and finally to
graphic or line drawings of the objects. Again, before the child can use an
abstract representational system (language), he or she must become aware

that things can be represented.
Resonance, co-actire movement, and deterred imitation should not be

looked upon as procedures to be used In an isolatedactivity approach; they
must be infused Into a child's total program. For example, if the child Is in

the co.active communication level,everything that happens during the day
should be done co-actively (e.g., washing hands, moving charts to a table,
etc.). Given the supraordinate nature of communication, Rs relationship-to
other ecological events must be stressed.

Ae a result of s chlid's progression through deferred imitation, natural
gesture construction Will become evident. This phase serves as the trawl-
lion from reference to repreeentation. Here the child learns that refined
body movements can be used to communicate. Thle realization Is neces-
sary in order for the child to move from the concrete to the abstract, and to
understand the future use of symbols and language. Natural gestures are,
by definition, these thut are self-developed. As such, they are not really
amenable to procedural development. Initially, the gestures will represent
what the child can do with the object (performative functione.g., tearing
motion for paper, throwing motion for ball, etc.) to what the object looks like
irefererellehruncliene_e_sereyeePherieetheteldellenee feelelleekkejlelee_
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a motor behavior that the child has consistently exhibited. In the beginning
of the natural gesture phase, the gestures ariftruly unique to the child ano
do not actually have meaning to anyone else. Therefore, the purpose of the
Initial natural geetures may be selectomunication (j.e., receptive end ex
presalve coremupicatIon within the individuat). Later, these geStoire3 will be
used upon Nemot and then for the purpose of expressive (to other) commie
nication.

AN ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE

Our description of the stage-to-stage Van Dijk communication proce
dine represents the presymbolic levee of a systematic training approach to
use with pretanguage Individuals. As In all sequential training programs, it
Is necessary to determine wheys an individual falls within the sequence
prior to any fOrmal Instruction. Miller (1974) supports an assessment proce
dure that Includes measures of cognitive, receptive language, and expreS
sive language behaviors as a necessary step prior to the implementation re
any communication program. Given the relationshhe between cognition
communication, and language (Furth, 1970, 1971; Moorehead & Ingram.
1973; Cromer, 1974), determining in which Van Dijk stage an individual be
longs will require an in-depth developmental assessment. Although Van
Diees communication program represents procedures to be followedano
as such shouid be used as a flexible tool for facilitating communication de
velopment In prelInguistic children, the obvious reerelation between the
discrete stages and theoretical levels of cognition (e.g., Piaget's sensed-
motor stages) cannot and should not be avoided.

The Dallier-Azusa scale (Stillman, 1978) is an example of an appropri
ate developmental assessment tool wtech can be used in determining corn
muntcation taste and corresponding Instructional procedures for the se
verely/profoandly handicapped. Sections of the scale measure cognitive de
ve/opment, receptive communication, and expressive communication. Fig
ere I displays a list of selected behaviors from these three targeted areas
Given Ven MA's peocedUral stages, the selected behaviors have been col
lePeed Per level. By deeming an Individual's performance across the tar
gated areas, one can determine the communication Level that basically fits
the observed berewforal profile. A word of caution Is necessary at this junc-
ture, however. The displayed relationship between Van Diees levels and
area behaviors is still hypothetical. Only through a more definitive depiction
of cognitive and communication behaviors and researched interactions be-
tween those assessed behaviors and communication levels can a true as .
sessmento.programming model be for 'quieted.

CONCLUSION

Cikrram has limn used extensively In the No.



Sigurs 1 Cognsfive and commontcation indices of Van Ogles levels

Van Dijk Wets Cc3nItive behavioral indices

Prerosonance Random body movements
Behavior changes when stimu-

lated orally, visually, tactually
Repetitive movements; focus on

own body

Resonance

Co-active
movement

Figure I Continued

Participates in another's modifi-
cation of his or her environ-
ment

Reacts to/recognizes familiar
activity

Purposeful activity with objects
Duplicates another's movement

while In physical contact with
another

Briefly remembers where object
le located after interruption

Imitates familiar movements as
long as model present

Explores new objects
Familiar toy leads to familiar

action on toy
Actively searches for hidden

object
Combines separate behaviors to

reach desired end
Anticipates routine event from

cuss

Van DIA levels Cognitive behavioral Indices

Deferred
imnation

Natural
gestures

Looks for object in place where
last saw object

Imitates new behavior while
behavior Is being modeled

Knowledge of object/iunction
relationships

Duplicates sequence of move-
mints after setWetiCe Is
modeled

Uses gestures for objects as
long as object Is present

Imitates activity sequence after
considerable time lapse

Goal-directed activity
Uses gestures for objects In

absence of objects

Receptive communication
Indices

Movements not in response to
stimulation

Changes behavior when stimu-
lated

Repeats movements; focus on
own body

Responds to another's cuus by
participating.in movement
modification

Repetitive behaviors on objects;
focus on what eappens to the
object

Comprehends tactile signals for
movement

Anticipates next movement in
sequence

Receptive communication
Indices

Understands simple gestural
co nmands; no physical cuee

necessary
Anticipates tontine event from

CLI83
Understands gesture for object

provided gesture focuses on
use of object and object Is
present

Uriderstemie gestures for
objects provided gesture
focuses on ete; object need

- not be present

1 01

Expreisive Communication
indices_

Undifferentiated cry
Different movements/vocalize-

Hans for specific discomforts

Gives indication of recognition
of familiar personlobject

Participates In familiar motion
after teacher initiation; physi-
cal contact.necessary

Signals teacher to continue
activity

Imitates movements . er teach-
er stops movement as long as
teacher provides cue by her
position

Uses multiple signals to con-
tinue activities

DuPlicates different movements
while teacher Is moving; no
physical contact necessary

Expressive communication
Indices

Imitates movements after
teacher finishes movement;
no Cues necessary

Has gestures that are specific
to certain situations; no
generalization

Imitates new movements after
teacher finishes modeling
movements

Uses gestures for objects/activ-
ities across various situa-
tions; generalization

Uses gestures Instead of
pointing
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use here. Given the priority focus of special education services for the se-
verely and profoundly handicapped and the need for effective and efficaci-
ous communication programming for this population, the Van Dijk program
represents at best a panacea, and at least a definitive approach to dealing
with the prelanguage individual.
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From Reflex to Symbol: Describing, Explaining, and

Fostering Communicative Competence

cad J. Dunst and Linda Wortman Lowe
Fr*. Went end Preschool Progrard. lioitarn Caroline Clem Alorperson, North Cyan& 288.55

nomeamilogoloM
TM manner in which communicative competence develops during tho first two years attic is

deecribed with particuisr mphasie on how cariSver-infant interactions and boththe clarity and
°readability* of intent Mitavior contributes to the acquisitionof commuMeative abilities. A wen
Wel model of communV_Iation is dirscr&d which permits different forms and modei of comm.
Mast* (e.g., voice synthesized '.4ngusge) to be taken as indicators of:certain levels of crimp*,
Wee. The impiication of the model for both assessinent and-intervention purposei Is diecussed.
Seim) techniques (conditional interactiow krteractive 'Cinching, and Matfett& teaching) that
con be used for fostering communicative competence am reviewed.

A communicative exchange occurs each and every
time two or more people are together and the behavior
of one person evokes, =Mains, or modifies the be-
havior of another person. It matters <not what form
(nonverbal, verbal, sign language, augmeMative device,
etc.) the communicative behavior takes, but that the
behavior affeate the behavbr of another person, is
understood ty itat person, and is re:ponded to in a
manner that leade to a desired outcome.

For the communication leaning chlid, progress to-
ward mastety of sociel-communicativo competence be-
gks; at birth 71c1 continues until the chlid ts capable of
the use of sate type of synbc4 system ae the principle
mode of communicetion. Thia symbol system maybe
either verbal or nonierbal, conventional or nonwoven-
done!, as king as it provides the chlid with a meant to
communicate It others &i effeetwely 83 possum

The purpose 4 this paper is to descdbe the manner
in which coMmunktative competenOtt deveiops during
the first two years of life with particular emphasis on
how caregiver-infant interactione and both-the piety
and 'readability of infant behavior contributes to the
ecqt&ition of communicative competence. The paper
is divided into three =bons: (a) a. brief descripton of
the reattabCty hypothesis, (b) a dearstelion of &model
of communicative development, and (c) a dmeription of
the knplications of the readability hypothesis and model

This is a revised version of a pew presented at the annual
crontanute al the NOM Carolina Auodation for Mc ',ducat:on of
Yourrg Children, Werston-Sidern, Wafer 1985.

Appredation is extended tn Pen Lowman f-,r aselatme ks prep-
Nation of this manuscript.

Requests kx reprints should bo sent to Cad ,J. Minot. PhD.,
Western Caroins Center, 300 Enola Road. itorgenton, NC 23055.

of communication for fostering the acquisition of com-
municative corripetence among communication4m-
paired children.

Readability of infant Behavior

The extent to which an infint produces distinctive,
readable behavior determines to a large degree the
manner in which his/her parente are likely to respond
to the behaviors as %tents' to communicate.Goicterg
(1977) defined readability as:

the extent tewhich an infatts' behaviors aredeady
defined and produce clistinative rivals and cues
for adults. In practical terms, readabty refers to
the ease with which the adults can say °ha's tired,
looldng at Me etc. An infant who is easily 'read*
enhenese adult feelings of et/fleecy. (p. 171)
Acrixding to Goldberg (1977),,the acquisition of so-

cial-communicatve cornostendes occurs under the fol-

lowing ienditions:
As the Nutt monitors infant behavier, the ability to
make decisions about interventions is a joint func-
tion of parent feeinge of effectiveness and infant
predictability and .readabllify. When intents are
highly predictable and readable parents are able
to arrive at decisions quickly, make decisions eas-
liy, and have a high pobability of making appro.
plate decisions. Note that ttft condition enables
the parent to act in precis* the fashion that
provides' a high kw& of contingency experience for
the infant. (p. 173, italics added)

Goldberg goes on to describe the circumstances which
attenuate parent4nfant interations:

When the infant is unpredictabie and diffictdt to
road, decisions require a longer Ume, are difficult

104
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to make, and are less likely to be appropriate.
Hence, the adult is Nicely to behave in a fashion
that results in a low level of contingency experience
for the infant. (pp. 173-1T4)

Thus, in instances where the. infant responds to adult
interventions in an expected mariner, the caregiver's
sense of efficacy is enhanced and (s)he is more likely

to sustain ongoing interactions and initiate other 'name
actions. Mils in turn is likely to increase te probability
of the infant's acreuisition of communicative competen-
cies. Conversely, where the infant is unresponsive, the
caregiver's feeiings of efficacy are diminished; (s)he is

less ikely to initiate and/or respond to communicative
bids by the infant; and there is a decrease in the
probability of the infant acquiring communicative com-
petencies. Thus, the extent to which the infant acquires
6readabiee behivicas that can be interpreted as corn-
raunicative bids should enhance the chlid's acquisition
of communicative competence. For the communication-
impaired child, readable means the use of interactive
behavior, regardless of its form or mode, that approxi-
main conventionalized behavior in the cuiture in which
the child is a merhber (e.g., using a symbce board as a
basis for 'verbalizing* weds).

A Developmental Model of Communicative
Competence

The fdlowing is a description of a model of arty
communicative compete= that integrates, synthe-
sizes, and elaborates upon available descriptions of the
genesis of nonverbal and verbal communicative behav-
ior (Batm, 1976; Bates, Senigui, fiketherton, Camaioni,
& Volterra, 1977; Bates, Camaioni, & Volterra, 1975;
Bruner, 1974-1975, 1977; Dore, 1975; Sugarman-Rell,
1978). The model describes seven sequential leveta of
cominunicative competence. The specific behaviors
that characterize each level define progressivaiy more
complex behavior competencies that reflect increased
readability of the infant's behavior.

Six criteria are used to assign behaviors to the dif-
ferent levels of developmeinL The six classificatory di-
mensions are: (a) the degree to vitech the infant is
aware of envkonmental events, (h) the infant's ablety
to attain a goal or goal state through sustained inter-

aCtions with the environment, (c) the degree to which
the behavior is culturally defined and thus has social
and conventional readability, (d) the extent to which the
child Intentionally uses objects to operate on adult
attention or uses adats as means to obtain desired
obfects, (e) the extent to which the commuricative
behavior is linguistic in nature. and (f) the extent to
which communicative behaviors we used as\signifiets
for something signified in the absence of reference-
giving cuss. The model of ammunication together with
the classification criteria are Mown in Table 1.

Definition of Communication
The term communicelon is defirved as any overt
conventional or =conventional behavior, whether
used intention* or not, that has the effect of
arousing in an onlooker a-belief that the signal
producing organism is atteMptingto convey a mes-
sage, make a demand, request, etc. to an on-
looker. (Dunst, 1978, p. 111)

Several aspects of this definition are worth noting. First,

the definition recognizes the fact that an infant goes
not have to intentionally attempt to comunicate to
have tes/tw behavior interpreted as mak Second, the
definition explicitly aclmowledges the fact that forms of
behavior other than conventionaruted vertalizatiors
constitute alternative indicators ofcommuntative com-
petence (e.g., voice synthesized language). To the ex-

tent that different forms of brhavior meet the alteria of
the different levels of commtmication described beim,
the attainments may be taken as manifestations of
commtinicative competence. The implications of this
broader-based perspective of communication for de-
scribing and fostering communicative ciiinpetence
among speech- and language-impaired children is de-

scribed later in the paper.

Levels of Commtmicative Competence

The Weis of communieative competent* specify the
progressive differentiations that occur in the infant's
acquisition of nonverbal and verbal beheatiore. A tier-

arcleal end (mime (Plaget1952; Uzgiris & Hunt, 1975)
progression between levels of achievement is assumed.

TABLE 1: A Prototypic "Ariel of Claseffico6c0 of Commuctellon Befievior

Lent Ages(Wens)
Type of

Cornr- nicotiona

Cieselketory Cinema:me

Awareness G301 Culturik IrKentIonel
Mooted DOW

Unguilitt SYntdc

IV
V
VI
VII

0-3
1-6
3-10
6-12

10-16
12-18
13-30

Beretvicr state
Recognitory
Contingency
MO:newts!
Triadic
Verbal (C)1
Verbal (LICr

11=
.1101.

MN,

On

allOD

tam

1=1,

1=1,

1=1,

*The soiccsansto moo aro Om ankh Ms tios of coomurrollosborrax maiissod.

US WI ter Ms cronacraldokabora tra Mort Mao of mornsmOro 'Os.

41A fl SAWNglit IN WWI, 'free WiiiinallanOno rot oast rsaaansols of ta Orarkarray aisnenMaws spas (4.)Ircleaus Malan Is 'AIL

41 Veto (Oman fo Onguasc Itstanor Out Is oosof
sof Omni' swine *oral si tons irs aboloosn of se tationor.

4 Yobs!mg miss 10 remit any=out I oisoraimolsol ors; wood bonne promGWs..%*ds.4..aL3Ur rof Ormorc. ofm
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TABLE 2: A Otralopmertst Model of Communicative Competence.[
Level

Age
Rave

(Moo*
I 0-3

II 1-6

ill 3-1r1

N 8-12

V 10-16

Type of Communication

411.11..
Dsgrition

Beta Vac state Refers to ovations *we corn-
nsinicativeinient is tputed to
bettric r during (a) states of
arcuseLlitOtais changes, a
(o) moditletion of behavior
within stales.

RO:CgrIttOfy
Bshavidre that *gig IP an on-

looker the infant's recognition
of objacts persons; o( events.

Contingency Operant baltiMor used to big-
ate. eustain.lor metralin the
attention at arahirOrson.

Iradrumental Sccially recomIted **I defined
nomad* tlevior c4.1LOJtiten-
Son* to achieve a Ow
Mated goal stets or Wain a
decked effect,.

Triadc Use of oblects to gain anogstre
ettiiion or the use of a per-
son to obtin an object or
event.

VI (1) 1248 Verbal C (I): Single Soddy recognized and aitureity

word utterances defined words evIked by situ-
- sitkisi cuss.

VI (II) 16-24 Verbal C (4 Two
word utterances

vs (I) 19-30 Verbal DC (I): Two
word utterances

vu (10 24-36 Veal DC (0):
Three word uttcr-
ernes

Soddy recatvizer! and culturally
Mated words Used as signi-
fiers for the signified Used to
'voice persona, °bleats, a
Oats.

Table 2 summaiizes the major characteristics of each

Wel of development
Behavior State Communication. Behavior state com-

municadon refers to circumstances where COMIWil-

cello intent is imputed to the Inlet:Vs nonverbal behav-
iors durbg states 0. arousal (Komar, 1974; Murray,

1979), between state 1:prang'3 (Komer i Thoman,
1970, 1972), sr-4 as a race of modulation d behavior
within states (Blauvelt, '4182;Kaye, 1977). For exam*,
Kaye (1977) found Ira diming feeding, mothers inter-
pret their infant's pauses between sucking bursts as
Opals of flagging and'iliggier then to rehstate the
stwking behavior. Atrixdrig to Goldberg (1977), the
extent to which states of arousal, thange, and modu-
lation are interpreted as intents to communicate de-
pends on how may neonatal behaviors are reed and
how precfictabie infants respond to parental intemen-
tons.

Recognitory Commumtation. Rwognitory communi-
=live acts are defined as behaviors that signal to an
onlooker the infat's recognition of objects, persons, or
events. Stang (Hayes & Watson, 1981; Landau, 1973;
Watson, Hayes, Vietze, & Becker, 1979), laughter

Exam*,

Quieted when consols:1
Alerts to wive
Roots to tad nipple

Sling
might"

feacktg response

Lap woe
Vacezes attitude
Uses vccedine
Extends arm oi

affectica
Waves N a bye

Paints
Requests OW
Offers hand

Labels ctiects
Requests acticet
Nunes perms
Labels action
Notion person
Agent-action

Requests object
Uses negation

AgentOblect

Agent-obiect-ection
Agletecgeocitiect

(Sroufe & Waters, 1976), vocalizatiormprown, 1979),
generalized excitement won seeing or hearing a famil-

iv person (Plaget.1954), and eicitation of the sueldng

behavior in response to sioing the child's bottle or
being placed In the nursing position (Decade, 1965) are

saves 31 exempies of recognitoty acts. The conalstAnt

and predictzble reiponse to Intent behavior on the Part

of carettvers is a condtion that permits the- infant to

acquire a sense (awareness) of the efficacy of his/her
behavior and learn about the Whaler propensities of

Interactive-partnirs.
Contingency Communicatica Contingency commu-

nicative ects are &Med as operant behaviors Load to

Mete, sustain, and maintain the ettenUon of another

person. The mite:Mon of contingsncy comrrunioaUvO

xis aPPeal'i kl Part, to emerge from the type of play

which ere labeled napgames' (Field, 1979a; Gustafson,
Green, &West, 1979; Rivers, Crawley, Webb°, Cri.

boos, Richardson, Thompson, & Friedman, 1976; Pi;,ess,

198(1). For example, Gustafson et él. (1979) found that

the idiosyncratic behaviors of kmonth-oid infants are
often mad to have an adult repeat games Ike 'I'm

gonna get you.' The tlent's we of vocatzatione,
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ing, generalized excitement, and -procedures for mak-

ing interesting sights last* (Piaget, 1952; Uzgins 4 Hunt,

1975) to initiete a 'game of having an adult-Make a

funny face or sound are several other exampies of

contingeocy corernunicatiVeacts.
inetrumentil Communication. Instrumental commu-

nicative acts are defined as intentionally used (Bruner,

1973; Plaget, 1952), socially recognized and culturally

slefined (Mayo & LaFrance, 1978) nonverbal behavior

where the nonverbal communicathre acts are used as a

means to achieve or Min a preselected goal or goal

state. Extending the /ems out to be picked up (Bates

et al., 1975); hugging and other signals of affection

(Lewis & Rosenblum, 1978); pointing (Murphy, 1978;

Murphy & Messer, 1977); waling; and shalchg thehead

yes or no are examples al Sztrumental communicative

acts.
There is one major characteristic of instrumental

communicetive acts that makes them different from

contingency communicalive behaviers, and illustrate
the advances over the latter in terms of communicative
competence and readabiltyof the behaviors. As a class

of behavior, these communicative sets we amen-
Vona!, socially recognized,and understood behavior. in

contrasts most contingency communicative acts are
kfosyncratic behaviors that are typleally understood

and having meaning only within the context of integers.

ey Interactions. Consequently, kistztemental coninuii-
cative acts have better 'sects: fuel cuttural readabler

Triadic Comunicatlaii. Triadic communicathee acts

are defined as intentionahy used, socially recognized,

and culturally defined nonverbal behaviors that bwotee

either the Infant's use of an object to operste on adult
attention (e.g., giving and showing) or the use of en

adult a an intervening agentto obtain a desired object

(e.g., requesting and pointhg) (Bates, 1976; Bates et

ale 1975; Sugarman-Bet 1978). The tenn triadic is
used to refer to the fect that the kdent, his or her
communicative partner, and an object ere involved in

the perfomiative acL
Several characteristics of triadic communicatve acti

make them Mere from communicative behavicrs at

the preteding *vele ofdevelopment Fkat, at thetriadic

level we have for the firsttktie attempts to incorporate

both adults and objects simultreecaaV kite corranurd-

cative exchanges. At all preceding 18%1%-ff/fent com-

nemicative beheviors we erected toward either per-

sona or objects but not both concurrently. Second,

them is a signitcant advancewith regard to the $

Oily to interpattem gestural, visu6, end vocal behav-

iors which furttor increeeees the readability of the in-

fant's behavior (see cepacialy Duren, 1979* 1930,
1984). At this level, MUM are-*nest always atom-
pried by coking at th e ccarreinicetive partner and

vocalzing concomitantly with the emittance of the gee-

twakisual act For instance, attemPto to engo90 an
adult as an intervening agent to obtain a desired goal

using pointing as a communicative gesture invotves

;coking at the adult or lookingback-and-lath between

the adult and object (Bates et aL, 1975; Dunst, 1979,

1980; Harding & Gankoff, 1979; Murphy & Messer,
1977) where there is a tegh probab%ty of a vocalization
accompanying the locking behavior (Carter, 1975;

Dore, 1974sDunst, 1979, 1980; Harding & Gofinkoff,

1979; Murphy, 1978).
Verbal Communication (Contextualized). Contextual-

!zest verbal commemicalive acts are defined as socially
recognized and culturally defined weds MN are inten-
timely used to signal requests, demands, etc where

the verbal utterance(s) is evoked by situablonal and
conte4uil cues. For example, Bloom (190) describes

a situation where a &hid Uses the words °moony
bounce te have har mother contklue a game of beunc-

ing the chid up-andelown on a beda game which
the mother had ideated. Contextualized verbal ccm-
municiative acts are not considered symboac befiaviors

because they tend to be evokedby situation,/ cues as

opposed to being used to eveke persons objeesa. or

events. Ample evidence exists which indicates that in

the infant's initial acquisition of verbal competeacies,
(s)he rases on cantexhal irtonnation h) name, refer to,

describe. eft persons, object& and events (e.g.. Leon-

ard, 1976).
Verbal Communication (Decontertualized). Decon-

textuallzed verbal communication-acts we defined as

socially recognized old defined words that are uoid es

stmifiers for some 6g/erred pawns, objectvor went
where the weeds ere used toevoke a gni or goal state.
For example, the child's useof the words wantJuice

or °where daddr in the absence 0f-reference giving

cues (Ravel, 1963) to evoke **preen, object, event,

rezeonse, etc. am examples of deconteietuakeed com-

municative behavior& Theattainment of decontexhal-

ized language abides cafesporab to the terminal Me

of the senscrimotor period (Piaget, 1951, 1652..1954).

At this point, the cuitural and social readaady of the

&Ms comnamicathebehavior is well formulated.

Imploations for the Ommeunkation-Impaired Child

1-3 the extern that anychild; regardless ofhis or her

tape or degree cf imp/km:re, manifest; behaviors that

meet the criteria fx a perticulw Wei of functioning,

(s)he can bo consideied to have mastered a cabin

tpe of cemmurication corroetence. it does notmatter

which form the behavior lakee but rather that (s)le

devastates competence in a manner that pernft
needs to be made known (see especialy Dunst &

McWiliwn, in prase). Thus, ale chad may be able to

verbakze needs, araatisr use -skin language, end yet

maw use an atom:Wive deviee (e.g., a semi*
board ) nonfat=a these children wed hawmon-

!fasted Level 6 ccrienutcalion mina different fermis of

amp/vesicle
Le contrast to most approaches to aese=raelster-

ventien that require dead= to demos= the 014
to manifest pneselected Wcatcrs of commainicative

competence, the moiled described above asks the

question to what extantdoes the child's behavior meet

the criteria for certain levels of tune/ming as a bazis

for determining Wilier topography of communication
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C
om

m
unicative C

om
petence

it

abilities. T
hus, for the com

m
unication-im

paired child,
any com

m
unicative act m

ay be taken as an indicator of
com

m
unicanve com

peteece, and perm
it an assessm

ent
of his ot her kw

as) of functioning. T
he earty to estab-

lish the child's com
niunicative com

petence in turn pro-
vides a basis for deckling upon the strategies that can
be used to foster the acquisition of other com

m
unica-

tive behaviors.

F
ostering C

om
m

unicative C
om

petence

G
oldberg (1977) suggests that w

e can eke prim
arily

tw
o theigs to enhance social-com

m
unication Interac-

tions am
ong dyads In w

hich the com
petence of the

infant or parent or both, w
e less than optim

al. T
he first

is to faciltate infant social-com
m

unicative com
petence

by increasing the readability of the infant's behavior.
T

he second is to teach parents skills that IA
 heti them

read infant behavior as intents to com
m

unicate and
respond to social-com

m
unicative com

petencies in a
contingent m

anner.
C

onditional S
trategies. E

nhancem
ent of the infant's

sccial-com
m

unicative com
petencies can be accom

-
plished reim

anly in either of tw
o w

ays. T
he first is to

prO
vide infants w

ith ereriences that m
ake social rein-

forcem
ent contingent upor production of social-com

-
m

unicatve behavior (D
unst, 1981; M

Iar, 1978). In in-
stances w

here readabity is low
, the infant can be

reinforced for successive approxim
ations of the tar-

geted behavior. V
ietze and A

nderson (1981) dm
eribe

procedures for enhancing optim
al/ effective styiee of

peeenti interactecos. 'T
hey contend that factitative ef-

forts should provkle the parent w
ith conditional strat-

egies for fostaring the child's optim
al deveiopm

ent.
'C

on:boner im
ples that the selection of a strategy

w
odel be based on the parent's increased attention to

and understeneng of the chad's unique (tw
eeted:race

(p. 278).
T

he second approach is to provide
.klzels w

ith re-
sponse-contingait experkm

ces w
ith inanim

ate objects
designed not w

ill to enhance operant behavior but
visual, vocal, szvi social-em

olicnal concom
itants asw

e
(D

unst, 1 981; M
cC

all-M
cG

hee, 1977; W
ades, 977;

W
atson, 19721. T

his latter approach is peak:dad) ap-
propriate. especially w

hen w
oddng w

ith infants for
w

hom
 few

 or no scdal-com
nalnicate behaviors w

e in
an infant's repettoke. T

he efficacy of this approach w
as

dem
onstrated in enem

a investigations by R
aney et al.

(1972, 1975) and N
s colleague&

 In these-duets, in-
tents C

iao-m
ad .as afeellure-to-thrive° sew

ed as at-
jects. T

he intaits w
ae tested in a spec:lay designed

cham
ber in-an infant seat that faced a w

all on atich a
visual stint=

 opted be projetted. A
bove the infant

seat w
as a voloo-ectivead m

icrophone w
hich, w

hen
the Infant vocaked ea a piesetected intensity level,
caused a bright rod cross to bo projected on the w

a
facing hirefrier. T

he results C
f the.study show

ed thet
both the duration a:xi rate of vocalizations em

itted by
the infants &

ling the confilioning phase of the study
w

ere significantly greater than during the base:in°

phase. M
uch m

ore inteiesting, how
ever, w

ere the inci-
dental observenons m

ade-during the course of the tw
o

inV
eitigations. In one _study (R

am
ey et al., 1972). it w

as
reported that the quality of vocal behavior chanoed
during the course of condtioning. F

or coe subject, a
gueeral sound w

as replaced by a babbiing repertoire;
for another subject, vocal behavior changed from

 a .
single-teernuitipie-scadd :utterance. B

esides quail of
vocal behavior, other C

C
O

C
O

rtlialllt behavioralchangn
alto w

are noted. O
ne subject's listless and apathetic

appearance becam
e M

ere positive and *norm
al? E

len-
kiation 0g/tzar:estop and a stereetypic face-coverkig
behavior w

ere repodsd for anther subject. in ths other
study (R

am
ey et ale 1975), infants assessed over an

extended period of tim
e w

oe found to acquire a flier
repertoire of sozial and em

otional responsivenese. it
w

ould therefore sew
n _that the opportunity tie engage

in vocal responseeiontingent behavior hes the effect of
not w

ily fostering vac&
 :behaviors es operants, but

enhancing the quality W
ei oensequently the readabffty)

of the chid's eccial reP
eitoke of behavior. D

unst (1981)
describes num

eroua approaches like that used by R
a-

m
ey and N

s colleagues for enhancing the infant's ac-
quisition of social-ccm

m
unicative com

petencies.
Interactive - C

oach:47g. F
ield (1978a. 1978b, 1979a,

1979b) describes a num
ber of strategies w

hich she,
W

eis genericayeis intereave coaching. T
hese tech-

niques w
e designed to enhance caregivers abides to

engage in harm
onious. synchronous

intsracticos-w
ith

their infants. T
hey include attem

pts to teach parents to
read the behavior el their intents as intents tocornm

u-
nice%

 and to respced to the behavior in a coetingent
m

anner. O
ne teehnique involves the caregiver initiatkig

an interacticen w
aiting untl the child em

its
an

errgaging
behavion end then responcing In a contingent m

anner.
A

nother is im
itation of the intilt's beta/ice as a m

eans
of establishing a recteocel pattern olinteraction. R

ed
(1978a), in a reV

iew
 of interactive coaching techniques'

and their im
plications for enhancing **ea as w

ell
as infant cerroetencies, notes M

at although the state
of the art know

ledge repeal; optim
ay efficacious

per/A
lt-infant interactions le relatively undeveloped.

there are nonethelass-strong bickations that interven-
tons designed to facitate the caregiver's obey to read
behaviors and respond in a contngsat m

anner can be
w

ay attained.
Inc/V

W
/tar

T
eaching.

'B
eyond tha establishm

ent
efficadous interactions using °canon&

 (resecnse-
conteigent) intervention strategies end interecthm
coaching, incidentsl teachtig represents a -technique
that can be used to enhance the acquieireen te* taw

.
triecA

c, and verbal ccim
m

unicative com
peten-

cies. W
e use the term

 kritedental teaching to refer to
interadione that a child has w

ith the anim
ati and

Inanim
ate environm

ent w
itch tyke either naturally or

through aterded opportunines; and
w

here chB
d re-

seonsiveness to the environnem
t provickal a

basie for
both sustahres end eider:eating m

eths chld's topog-
raphy of behavior (D

unst &
 M

cW
arem

,
1n preee). T

he

inddental teaching prom
s sim

ply form
azes

adult re-
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sponses during everyday Interactions with -the child the particular type and form of behavior that is being

through use of a systematic series of steps designed taught

to foster progressively more compiex forms of social- S. Work for and sustain conventionalization as part of

adaptive competencies.
incidental, teaching is not the response elaboration. The purpose of this step is to

same as incidental learntng. There are specific targets evoke cooventiondized behavior as part ot response

for 1, ;WA:MUM% end incidental teaching episodes pro- elaboration where the conventionalized acts ere used

vide the structure for teaching targets each and every at equivelent, yet enetmative ways for obtaining a de-

thne opportunes are afforded. in fact, an insideetal sired goal of go& state .(e.g.: voice' synthesized len-

, teaching opportunity arises everytime the child is in the guage as an equivalent to verbal production). Conven-

presence of another person, and the child emits a ticnaization intbehavior brings the child closer to be-

behavior that can be used to sustain and elaborate coming areadaptive amber of his or her particulir

upon the chad's topography of behavior, cultere cte social grout), and thus repeaents communi-

The steps in cur incidental teaching process, together cative competence par exceilence.

with a brief description of the maker objective of each Table 3 showsthe relaticesh0 between the fete steps

of the steps, are as foilows: in the incidenbril teething process. and the seven levels

1. Ensure child responsiveness to the environment of commatication. As cen beeeten, Incidental teaching

throuill provision of opportunities that secure (Wen- provides the basis of factating bona terege4avel prog-

don-getting) and maintain the child's attention (Oen- ress and afferentfame of ccrnmunicativecompetence.

tion-holding). The purpcise of this step is to engage the To the extent that different ocirenunicative=Wen-

child in &rattiest interactions with the environment. des are targeted te be taught, inaereal teactaktg pro-

This can generate be accomplished through mange- vides en instudtiondmethod to affect taihavior dung°.

want of the environment in such a matter that ditferent The fertowrig is a description elan incidental teaching

stimulus events evoke and Sustain attentiveness from episede that illustrates the manner in which the teeth-

the chid.
ing process can be used to faeritattet targeted*levier.

2. Focus attention on those aspects of the environ- Tits is an actual case stody that won within the

meat that maintain Menden. The purpose of this step =next of a protect designed to eitrates the-cemmu-

is to decern what is mahtaining the attarrtioneloking nicative competencies of young handicapped children.

tf the chid is paying altentian to certain Judy is 27-inomh-old hancilcappad child. Her
is abcut 12 months. The tar-

geted behaviors for tor in terms of conimunicati_ ve

convetencei was the use of cotwentionailzeo. non-
verbal gestures to initiate interacticsis with adults

and make request% demands, etc. kt tt* particular

incidental teaching episode, the Old was sitting

on the floor in a preedurel -classroom (she did not

yet walk or locomote in eny manner) With fieveral

materials within her immediate visual field (abucket

Med with blocks, a toy truck, several winder) toys,

etc.). Judy focesed on the bucket which was out

of her knmedatea retch -(aderitietwil responsive-

nese). The tauter notieed - her -attention-he:dm
behmior to the bucket and mend It within Judy's

reach (it was placed between her legs). Judy now

noticed the blocks teethe bucket-teed reaches in to

take one aut. The teacher diet the seine and darn-
onstreted bcreeing the block repeatedly on top of

TAME 3: Ec2riona:" batmanesornurskston sad incidastal

Teasking

Dunst and Lowe

stimulus features, the stanue met be erctioning as
reinforcers. Note that this step in the teaching process

Were from traditional methods of infauction inasmuch

as the teacher focuses on the child rather than having

the child angelic. the adtett who directs the lemming.

3. Flak and susta the child's interactions waif the

environneanf. The impose of this step Is to engage the

child in respect:see:a:fitment (conditional) interactions

where the roinforcers identtfied in step 2 are made
&argent upon the cigd prockicing an operant behav-

ior. At this step tilt focus b not to evoke some pe38-
Wad responseeccntingent behavfor (token this is an

sppeopiete target for the chiles level of =credence).
Lea rather to inttlate and sustsin interrelate that em-

body contingency awareness, prefictabEty, and con-

trofebility. The Wel should simply be provided opper-

tirades to demonstrate catreeetandes thst permit Its
or her behavinr to detemine outoornea in a manner

that increases the probabty of sustairtive biteractons.

4. Work for and sustain elaboration in the child's
topegnwhy of bchavior. A0Zerdiftg to Hart and Risley
(1978), l'his ev Is- the focal paint of the incittrattal
teaehing interaction* (p. 418). The purpote of this step

Is to produce varktUons in the child's behavior that

succesavely approximates theWieder type and fores
af behevior targeted to be Ought fcr the context tat

which the incidental teaching episodes occur. That is,

the adult, through systematic efforts designed to evoke

differentiated behavior, intravenes in a mealier (peompt-

modering, rearranging the envircnment, etc.) that

tncreases the oppatuntty for the child to demonstrate

1 n 9

Maki of ,;;;unkattion fackirsaal Testing

Skalwria t=3 Ensues tvicaprant

Recosnitary Focus stUrSton

Conlin:way

irstronartlai
Te'escac

Vortd (contesturrizsd) Work for conventwaszation

Verbal (dscantertualted) Sustain conventionalaston

Sustain Intoracticns

Wait of *Marston
Sustain sashorston
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Air paper thiamin buys related to concepts of
preferentrA WA; tis .ffisklaq piTtoriS

n.tere d Included are suggestions for
aAticovhd..:ing prtferenccti tau hint choice as a
decisionnriaking pnacess. and Ihr &haler implications
alchoigvniating anion; pout) with severe handkaps
as an expression of personal mammy and dignity.
Directions fit r fiaurc research are diwassa

. For mo.4 poem the abilio and tewnimity to make

choiece and decisions is an important and cherkhed
component of their lives. The neeponunity to mike
choice, refleets favoralAy co ones perceived ill*
dependenee. dignity. and self-wonh. Expressions of
tree choice are net only hie* valued by Gus society.

but am also ;meted and eneteuraged. According to
the peblished literature. howeeer. opportutities :o
mike choices, dech ions. niel espies preferencee are

conepicuouely Osten from educational prospantelor

pawns who are hvelicapped Melt= et al.. 1910).
particularly for those who experience seven haedihngs.

Despite this feet. &rice-main; pions learners with
severe 4 abilities comb:ties to be an area that receives

relative!s little motion from portitioners end re-
searchere in the field dispeeial education iGUCts

SiegeKauaeyelfilki: Gnus & Heim:tam la press).
The pareeeie dais article is to first discuss. brief-

ly. some reasons why choien-making has received

relative!) little anettion in the education ued mamas
of persons with severe handicaps andesecood. to pro-

side corieeporal approech tbat will direct attention

to this area es an important component of future
erniciFes. The ctinctexuel 41,10aeh ail: sneudc Sun:
-practical suegestiens for teachers of learnen with
severe haodicape. and will identify areas of analysis

for members who may be interested in teaching

choice-mekine ,skills.
Turnbull and Turnbull tin pressepoint put thet.:in-

dfecodoot forictlonntjaperzrersOns ith handicap.

pine conditions requiresicceseitinpponunitteein life
as well-as the capaeity so Finict_ ern in those oppose

*ties. Thee suggest that Ott act rif choosing how to

live one% ufe is the **catalytic trigger" of
independme.

The position of Turnbull and Turnbull is shared by

others IShevin & Klein. 19b4: Zeph. 19114t who

acknowledge doe importance ofchoice-making among

perions wish severe disthiffiics. Nmenheless. there ex-

WI among, many, practitionersand professionals the

belief that peisorml:ith -were disabilities are not

capable timeline choices ad:cis:wasor at least the

kinds of chokes that &needing adults would perceive

to be io the best imeten of the person with a hondicae.

sguae condition. Weed, die educationel andeentrue

tional tec*logy Sited with learners 40 hove_sovere

haeilkaps his historically been;indicated on a

47 WM. wherain educators end other service, pro-

fane mum totem what will eeable the recipieets,

of these eaters to hisser tinted= in our wkly. Gueu
(1954) has referred to curies educational approaches

with Imes Wotan severe handicaps es the "Ufa-

fiz-k" medal, which isprimuily oriented toward idea.
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tifying and teaching deficit skills or remediating
perceived deviaet behaeior.

In the "Let's-fix-it" model instructional objectives
are seletted for the learner by caregivers. educators,
and other service providers. The iestmetienal-format
is highly suuctured. carefully controlled, and
systematicalle impleteeteed. Allowing the learner some
exercise of chotce over lesson content or instructional
methodology is not consistent with the. model. As
pointed out by Guess and Siegel-Causey (19115). "Our
perceptions of severely handicapped students. partly
as a result of the controlling technology we use in their
education ind treatment. have diminished cur ability
to see thim ,as individuals Capable of even making a
choice, let alone the right choice" (p. 236).

Another issue that mitigates avian teaching or
allowing,choice and decision-making is the use by
some persons of "worst scenario" examples. Follow-
ing a recent presentation on the topic of choke, one
of the authors was confronted by a highly respected
professional person in the field of special education
who argued that choice-making among persons with
severe handicaps is not a iable option. His position
centered no an aggressive-client who, given the op-
portunity, would "choose to hit him (the professional
person) in the face." It is. of COMIC easy to identify
one or more perms with severe handicaps who, given
the opportunity. would make poor ehoices that might
well jeopardise the safety and well-being of themselves
or others. h is equally easy. hoe/ever.- to Similarly iden-
tity notthandicapped members of otte eteeiety.e, who have
chosen to behave in less than desire* wayseithoiee-
and decision-makim involve responsible actions and
the capaeity to evaluate one's decisions, as pointed out
by Turnbull and Turnbull (in press). Neeessatily, the
aci of choosing, and allowing persons with handicapt
to make choicetand to express preferences, minks
with it a eeruin element of risk. Wu this is what per-,
soul autonomy is all about, end persons with han-
dicapping condiCons have the same rieht as others so
acquire autonomy. They need to Imre rob persons
who are not haeorcapped. that weans chokes can
sometimes heve uspleasant consequaces.

Importantly. person with sevzo handicaps emu Also
learn to take indivieltn/ responsibility when their ac-
tions place oaken at rish. They need In experience the
consequences imposed by socidy whentee'stehsvior
jeopsrdizes the well-being of othr members ill the
orsaunstnity. To deny peesons with &smelly handicap-
ping conditions the oppertunity to migie choices based
uptin the possibility of Mut* inappropriate actions is
inconsistent with their rights to be tigly parliaipstind
members of ouz scare. This hoer isme z ocreplicated
further by tbit poutbility that denial of the oppoetuni-
ty to choose might, -half, precipitate inappropriem
Wavier townrds eters. (This will be discutsed more
fully in a Ism section.)

Definitions and Attributes
For persons with severe handicaps. variations in

devekpmenial achioements and chronological ars in-dicete a_tontinuteindle-
*nu pre creri eestaltint "procestes
riitini,SreTtoice-maki,..23,Fer.purpieses of. praCiTz
application., et is nsefte to eateeoteie levels of
preference and choice that- May be ideetitied as educe-
signal objectivesand which are amenable to interven-
tioneffonseh is recognmed that attempts to categorize
various levels of choice are sornewhat'arbitrary and
reflect, toa great extent. en effort to combine sugges-
tions for instructionwith gime breeder philosopitkal
issuee thar pertain .to personal autonorny. Therehree
categories presented include; a) preferences:b)ehoire
as a detisimaki plbeess: and e) choiceas an ex-
preusot.saetonomy oi env.
Preferences

Webster's Yeir Collegiate biaionary (1981) defines
preference an including the -pon et or opponunity of
chtiosiei.' Displaying a prefetince includes three im-
p:rain variables: One's .napernity (liking) towards
something: one's sey (cheieet aboinihatitem a; **-
curtest*: andfor nrecoenition that options exist. For
example, ootexhibits preference by tuming off the
morning demand sleeping 5 minutes more (choice):
by Wing taut with peanut bteeer rather then jelly dik-
ing); or choosing to have breakfast at hoMe rather then
stopping .11 the local fast food restaurant (options).
Pre Rupees- are exerted by most persons within the
composition of one's culture. faittily background,
educe:fee. andlifestyle. Displaying preferences is an
important aspect of being human. -and -should be
acknow4ged amoegpersons with sevete handicaps.
As disussed by Bogdan and Taylor (1912), however,
the use of labels tends to focus =cation on the disabili-
ty rather than recognizing that the person with a
disability is simply another person with the same emo-
dons. weds. and interests as other persons. "It slabel-
Inv prevents ui from seeing and treating the people
so defined as human beings with feelings. understand-
inp, aid needs. . .we toss the ability. . see the
world from their point of view" (p. 222).
Responsiveness to Preferetwes.

Many children with Imre handicaps may be nonver-
bel and display abnormal reflex ,penems acd muscle
tone den fretetiesdy interferes With their ability to com-
municate cz ly with others. Two import= aspen .
of thelenotrenunicadon are the opportunitY fer utiliz
inglionverbal signets to display preferences and tha
respinstiveness of others sod* pctential commanienlyz
astute of nonvesbal behaviors. These condition ire
similar to the normel development of communication
in infancy which is eharacterited by Sofivelta Ltd
primarily afkitive motor behaviors: A brief descrip-
don of early infant interaction may aid the discussion.
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What are the vsenbles that contribute to the recosta-
lion of nonverbal behaviors as communicative in
nature? How might non'verbal behaviors be. Incor-
porated into preference (and choice) responses?

During exchanges with caregivers, infants ean in-
itiate. maintain. ,tenninatee and avoid Interactiont
(Stem, 1977: Trevarthen, 1977). These early-here-
tions are essentially
movementefaiialeomsiom veal sotiodse,
ingieliati: Trite nonverbal behaviors-arm ofteritc-
cePtedIrthe caregiver as the infam's tamest ion of

_efarences foeand

lion ne t. Riiv,;ominteractionpattem
develop into communication?

When interacting with infants. caregivers ". make
the assumption that the infant is attempting some form
of meaningful dialogue. and out of this assuMptin the
communieation of shared meanings begins th tale
place" (Newson. 1979. p. 2011). From birth, caregivers
interpret the behavior of infante; as containing wishes,
intentions, and feelings. Through constsnt monitceing,
the care-Over interprets the infant's nonyerbal signals
as communicative in mutt. In normal infant intern-
:ion. 'lever and over again, events which are quite ac-
cidental aod beyond the control cf either Mother or
child. are endowed with significance because of either
the way the mother reacts towards the child in light
of the event or ns effect upon him" (Newson. 1979,
p. 212).

Those working n ith children displaying sewre han-
dicaps may need to encourage the use of early pre-
linguistie behaviors. The conmtunication mode that the
child w ith severe handicaps ',IN:lays must !semen:A-
*0e eepended uno unerziii. Set
ijroviders interactins i1h children having alvere

batelicaps must be sensithe to Itte.siittols topressoi
in the ssmtnner chit' caresiver
spondTeilmilar_sii nab d.....y.cd.ke:_mfaetts during
interactions.

notwerbe3 signals of the child with sevete

handicaps develop into a mode for commoicating
preference? The child with severe hendiraps may ex-
hibit preferences from the first tees of life. He or she
may be very &dive in a dintly lit room and ver) pas!ive

when the ;erne mom is vety bright. When put ta a
seated position, the chefs erms may pull back towards
the cheseand a grimace appear on his Of ha face. This

may be an indicatiOn of tishtauricle tone and a special

need to be positioned Magna) -411 buildias intn a

preference for one type of position over another. Other
nonverbal behaviors may indicatereferences for kinds
of font speed of being fed. temptinturd of foodseand
so forsh. It is common for caregivers and swim pro-
viders to bc sensitive to the basie needs of food, com-

fort, sham'. a di 1 the De, and so respond so nonverbal

displays as indications of the child's paktum
behavior within these basic contains of daily liviag.

Howevet, it $3 to-oath= eat endt basic prefereaces
amenneidsead bt the mum ander maimunicative
exchanges.

As stated neeviously, the teinintunication mode
displayed by the child with severedisabilities mug be
incorporeted into interactions. The mode 'May be
speech, but often is sieri language. a communication
clevicc, panning, eyegazinS, etitstefonh.'41 the in-
itial atm of assisang a child intuilding a cotrammica-
tion mode,- one 'Should Rek to incorporate pertonal
preferentes. For example, this might involve &tow-
ing thenhadto select what bite of food to receive next,
whether to wear jeans or ecirds, and whether-m.16°k
atl,book or playontside. Initially the child may not
haly towel:end that his or her nonverbalnignals
control -the respOnses of ;vetivers and can 'atm-
municate preferences. This is simile:no the way that
accidental rnovetnent Patients of Infants.= be inter-
preted with-significance by thetaregiver and later
recognized and intentient4 repeated by the infant. By
providing 'consistent responses to the child's nonver-
bal behaviors and opportunities for utilizing these
behaviots in many irneractions and environments, a
systematic 'mode for communication of preferences
may become meaningful for the child. At tome point
in time the child may realize -when I look ache item
presented, that is art one Mom keeps giving me" or
**when 1 close my mouth tore takeethat scratchy toy
away from me btu when lesnile she brings it back en
agim."

From an educational perspective, it is important that
caregivers and service provider's are sensitivnto, and
recognize, the exhibition of, preferences throujh modes
of communication that may or may not- include ta-
ins. The ability mexhibit preferences begins at theear-
ly nonverbal levels of development as caregivers
recognize -the communication modes of body
moVemeres, facial enpression, gestures, and the like.
Thete preferences can be beih into patterns of interac-
tion that incorporate-choice *cross a variety of doily

rota= and interactions.

Chola as a Dedslon-Malang Process
The previotts =dem dist seed the importance of

identifying and-UsInn preferences in the educational
prosnunming of indieiduils with severe disabilities.
This peosess is escially useful with individuals who
haveHtsked response repenoires odor who have not

Yet devieWed the hilityio MAkc chOiCes.
alek:CIStt 41146021201.44PCOCUlt involVes the

exAssioalipmfetneosi.
glyanttnirgriateaTe. two or more alter:
sidiè ngccornes an necin

Un indication of the ability to make
e decision based upon prior experiences. present mods,

and future facia.
Veastards en chetreinaking among nonhandicapped

° pets= has shown ter grade school students lamed
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sight vocabelary words better when allowed to cheese
berween group or individual instructien (Berk. '976);
and higher rates of working eikkoqUivalent learning
rates were-obtained armee eletnemazy age Students
when they were allowed to choose reinforcers
Mockstra. 1979). or decide how many problems would
have co be completed comedy before being reinfaced
(Feliebrod & O'Leary. 1973)e

A series of investigations were conducted at Virginia
Polytechnical Institute (Monty & Perlmuter, 197$;
Monty. Rosenberger. & Perlmuter. 1973; Perhnuter
1 Monty, 1973. 1977) to measure the effeem of choke
on the learning of adults. Among the resultr it was
found that choosing either stimulus or response items_
enhanced learning, and allowing even limited choices
was as effective in enhancing learning as was allow-
ing the individual to choose all the stimuli or responses,
if choice was provided early in the session.

Studies that have investigated choice-makinglamong
persons with handicapping conditions are limited in
number. A study by Lovin and Curtiv(1969) showed
that a 12-yeaoold child with severe emotional ptoblems
improsed performance on academic tasks when
allowed to determine his own criterion level. However.
Alexander 0974) found that allowing adolescents with
moderate mental retardation to choose their rein-
forcers. either for the entire ension or for each trial,
did not lead to higner levels of performance on
discrimination or perseverance tasks.

An investigation by Holvoet etal. (1983) indkated
a slight facilitative effect on the rat: of learning and
on correct performance when adolescents with severe
disabilities were allowed limited choices of educational
activities. It was also found thio variatibit in wit choke
sometimes did not occur until later sessions. Thisbe-
ter observation supports resea:ch (NewInd. 1981) that
even some adolescent age students with severe
handicaps do not comprehend_the concept of choice-
making, and that this skill mieht need to be taught (c(.
vvuereh & Voc.:2. 1982).

Front a prettied perspective. choicemakine ann.
tunities for persons with severe disabilities have typicel-
ly involved the selection of oinforcers by students.
which are then used by attending Oulu tolurdier cos-
IAA the instructional environment and the perfonnance
of the learner. This limited choice opponunity thus
serves as the MOMS for futthertog the 0:evelopment of
other educational goals (ends). TI us. of civrse, is com-
patible with the controlling toltita )gy that iien used
extensively with learners who have Weft liazdicaps
and is maims tk.th older "elikiency" ateunteeen
to promote highere'evels of task performance. Then
are, however, other oPportunities in educatior.1
tramming that would allow learners to make decision
that lead to a more personal level of choke-making
skills and, hopefully, more independent functioning in
the environment. This would include, for example. op-

ar4 Segel-CA.4:27

ponnnities for learners to choose matenels to work (or
play') with. SettIngs whet: learning is to take plea. Fa'
sons to be with. Activitiee eo engage in. and so on.
These types of oppornminerwodld allow ,trie learner
to beconte a more active, participent in the educational
process. while at the same time deectoping personal
autoeomy and dignity as separate educationel goals (to
be distuped, in the 'next seCtion).

In the absence of extensieedate and research. one
can only- speculate on the development of decision-
making skills arnone learners with severe-disabilities.
It seems likely. however. thot teachinglearners with
severe disabilities to meke decisions and choices will
require extensive pregramnungehat should Start at the
preschool level. nod extend throughout t and, possibly
beyond) the publk,eehool years.

The actual pro-at:lures for teaching choice- and
elecieion-making skills offer a uniqUe challenge eo both
curriculum designers and researchers. Considerations
for teaching these skills include )election of rewnse
modes to express choices. the identification of age-
appropriate areas where choices and decisions should
be made, and the *ructionsl procedures that could
most effeeeively teach this concept. Wuerch and Vothz
(1982). for example. have_ included instruction on
cboice-making as in important component of their
leisure skills training program for persons w ith seyere
disabilities. More recently. Cr AS and Helmstear (in
press) have included the teaching of choice as a basic
inetructional coMptinent of the Individualized Cure
riculum Sequencing model for students with severely
handicapping conditions. In this model, choice-making
is taught within the context of other naturally occur-
ring activities during classroom educational programs
and is perceived as an important IEP objective for
studeats in the developMent Of personal autonomy.

Zeph (1984) has presented a model that allows
teachers of students with handicaps to incorporate
choice-making is a process forearriving at curriculum
decisions. Shevin 6984) has provided guidiliner and
suggestions for teaching choice-making in the
classroom to students with sCvCre handicaps. He also
discuues the role Of applied behasior analysis in foster-
in.: choice-making skills.

Choke as an Expression of Autonome and Dignity
In the COWS* of a day. most of us make hundreds,

if not thousands, of chokes. Some may be as insignifi-
cant as whether we will have yogurt or cereal for
breakfast. while others may hat c Ciru.b.Icr .n.pocations
such as whether et not to quit our jo6..buy a new car,
or move to another city. Each choke we make is en
expression dour personal autonomyour freedarfit
deem who we are and vrhat we value. The opportuni-
ty to make choices provides us with power to deter-
mine, tee a great exteat, what hapeens to us on a
moment-by-moment basis as well as over the span of
our lives. To have the power to make choices taken

1-1
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may would, for many of us, be devastating if not

unbearable.
The importance of experiencing a senseof cowed

over one's environment is particularly empbesizedi
the litentouedealing with the phenomeeon georned
helplessness. learned helplessness is thought penes&
from a belier that nothing Met ooe does !mkt. -11 dif-
ference (Seligman. 1975). Persons whia experience
helplessness characteristically see no relationship be-

. tween actions and outcomes; theirperceptko or their
ability to change life circumstaeces is stVecciy
tristorteil: and they 'frequently Manifest pessivity.
negative expectations and tendencies to self-
deprecation (Hooker. 1970). Actotdine to Seligman
(1975), persons whoase particularly susceptible to
learned helplessnessare those who are more prime to-
denial. or loss. of control. Included in Seligman's list
of susceptible populationnare: the elderly, the institu-

tionalized (medical hospitals, meinal hosPitals- Owns.
concentration camps). minoritiee such as Native
Americans. blacks. and Mexican-AMericans. and per-
sons who suffer from extreme poverty, abuse. end
OvercrOWding. AM0h; other symptoms. penons who
suffer from learned helplessness may exmience a
variety of debilitating effects including: ktes of self-
esteem, decreased ambition. emotional disturbance.
chronic reactive depression. and even psyehosenic
death (Frani:Into: Honker. 1976: Seligmaa. 1973).

Unlit has all this to do with persons Vent experiesee
severe handicaps? Persons with severe hendkaps are
probably one of the mou vulnerable groups of perms
at risk for having their chokes limited by Others and
for experiencmg learned helplesSeees. Persons who are
unable to mobilize, bathe. mike diets themselves, and
communicate their needs are dependent upon others
for assistance and. in some caws. survival. Unfor-
tunately. it is not uncommon for caregivers (e.g..
parents. teachers, guardians. siNlap, person, cam
attendants) who are auendiag toe person's physical
needs to ovetkok some less obVieus. but very irapor .
tam. penonal and emmional needs. These needs may
inctode: to learn to eetform a taste ledepeiedendy or
semi-independently, so experWore a acme of ac-
complisbranst. so kel in COAtrOlogthe situation by pro-
viding input and feedback, and to try Ides** the risk
of failure), and lasdy to fail. Some caregiMS might
feel the% to complete tasks for persons with disabdivns
is easier sod faster than ellewitis theme) do it Mt
themselves; While ethers may have the mitt* that the
person already has enough probleres coping-with his
or ber disability. Regardlees of whnt dee eatrieriying
intention is, du result cen be to overprotect, to ern
courage leaned helplessness, and to deprive the
dividus) of potentially valuablelife experiences. The
VPoct'unity lo caraticoc; 'eta fotrw, of Pvi5le.
Pleasure, and selkueem that *company seetesstid
Attempts at palming tub is exeemely imponslit to
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the elowth and developmeee of all individuals..Perske
(1931)tommems on the effece that overprotection of
persons with handicaps may have:

Overprotection may appear on the surface to be
kind, but it can teeny be evil: An oversupply can
reelly smettnr people emotionally and strip them
of their dignitY. Overprotection sun keep people
front *Outing all, aortsey ran become. Many
of ogr beit eclikvemeen-cime the hard way: we
took *its, fill flat, suffered. picked ourselves up
and tried win. Sometimes we Made, it. and
sometimenwe did-not. Even so. we weregiven
Methane; to uy. Persons with handicaps need
ttene chances, toon(P. 51)

The goal of treatment for learned helplessness, ac-
cording to Seligman-(1975). should be to expose the
person to multiple experknces of control ever, and
predictability ofneewirotimemal events. For instance.
Seligman believes that the helpless person should be
given maimum control over sll aspects of his.or her
daily life iteluding: ". . .choice of omelets or scram-
bled ties for brenkfass, blue or rid curtains. going to
the movies on Wednesdaynot Thursdays, whether to
wake up early onslqpp late'(p. 183). According to
Seligman. deis level:of control may result in longer life
spies end greater happiness. Another iuggested
therapeutic intervention strateer for treating persons
with leamed,helplessness entails aesisung the person
to raiisticaty ii-ftii-Aii=ewrs of a situation.
generate alteenatives for action, and deseemine Pretnble
outcemes of theseentions (Aguilero& Messick. 15/4.
-Hooker. 1976i. n:ompare the above mentioned ap.
ponches with the approaches that are-commonly taken
wi: persons with severe handicaps wits) manifest very
similar' aymptoms.

When persons with severe disabilities become
onresponsive, the assumption is generally made Mau

de reinforcer is nolonger salient. At that point teachers
mother Fofessionals begin the search for different.
effsedie rewards thaewill consistently bring andmahi-

lain the individual's behavior ender control. Seldom.

If ever. is the prison with the handicapping condition
involved in the peocess oVietermimng how their

behavior, or the behavior of those around them. will

be Modified. The-end result is more control for the
caregivers end less coined for the person being cared

for. himieally Freasseirith handicaps are being treated

witsh the very tante "medicine" that made them "ill"

in the fast placennlack ofcontrol over their lives end

cltcumstancan.
AS MIA is POSOk. limns with severe handicaps

aeon to have the events in their day arranged to max-
imise neatiagen everineces. Contineent tape knees
aim err environmental events, both pnsitive and
negadveethat tre ddreetly affected and controiltd.by
the individual. kimber of studies in the early 1970s
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examined the effects of contingent experiences upon
laming in idiots (Finkelivin & Ramey, 1976; Wat-
son, 1971; Watson & Ramey, 1972). It was conclud-
ed in each of these studies that contingent experiences
produce a -learning-to-learn" phenomenon and that
infants who are expesed to contingent experiences may
become more effiOsin and competent learners than in-
fants who ate not (Snell. 1978). Persons with severe
handicaps need exposure to contingent experiences so
as to enhance their learning potential as well as to pee-
van, or in some cases overcome, depression and
helplessness. This means building independence.
choice, and control into daily activities and rOutines
that are lerge4 characterized by dependence on others.
Every available opponunity to express prefereoce.
choice, and dominance needs to be identific r! and
capitalized on. Elizabeth Boggs (1978), a mother of
a son with severe handicaps. recognizes how impor-
tant this is:

. . . rather than trying to create a norin:-; erniron-
mem for my son. I try to think of how the world
must look from his point of view, and what kind
of environment would not only minimize his
boredom and loneliness but enhance his sense of
dominance. . . (p. 62)

Outcome Measures and
Research Directions

As noted earlier in this article, the issues of
preferences. choices, and pirsonal autonomy have
received little attenhon in the field of special ethics-
tion. and especially in the area of sevese handicaps.
Ideologically. attention to these issues represents a
departure from existing practices and is likely to be
perceived by some persons as threatening to current
state-of-the-an technology. Cur position is that the
ability and oppostunity to.express preferences. make
decisions, and exercise choices ate, in themselves, in-
valuable comabutions to adaptive behavior and should
be an integral component of the educatkn of persens
with severe handicaps. Moreover. it is ow Amide" that
consistent opportunities so choose end ezpiess
preferences might well have a positive iMpacs on the
fuming process (ts n Means) as well as on the once
long UM personal development of mons with severe
handicaps las an ited muds).

As pen of the educatienal poems with len= who
have severe-disabilities. the options so ezx is choice
need to be researched as a possible Catalyse to
classroom (and home) instrucdonal endeavon. Within
this courtesy choke in instructional envieonments is
perceived as an independent variable with diverse
manifestations: e.g.. aid= of insttuetionl materials,
place of induction. =As to be teemed, sad so forth.
Dependent or outcome measures are Idemitiod as cm-
sistens with existing practices such u rate of acquisi-
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hon. generalization. And maimenanceof the learned
skill over time. The latter two measures (teneraliza"
don end maintenance) would appear to be especially
deserving or investigation given their limited occur-
rences in existing inetructionatendeavors. The central
question is whether or not providing learners with
severe haadicaps the Opporsunitylopanicipate mire
fully in their educanonal program I via cheice-makine
will increase the acquisition and long term use of hinc-
donal skills in multiple environments.

A. second, and certainly more difficult, outcome
measure for researchers pertains to the impact of
choice- and decision-making on the personal growth
and dewlaps:ens of persons v. ith %ogre handicaps.
The previous section on personal autonomy and dignity
has pointed to some deVastating outcomes when op-
portunities for ihdividuals to choose are severely
restricted. For persons with severe handicaps, the op-
pommities to choose' and make decisions are ofttak
limited diteto perceptions by others of their in-
competence. assumptions of the technology used in
their education! prosramming and titnenvironments
in which many of them reside. Thus. t appropriate
research questioes center oh what happens to a special
population of individuals (persons "A ith severe han-
dicaps) when their opportunities to exptess pmfarences,
and choices are first acknowledged. and then provided
(oe might).

Independent vatitbles for this type of research Would
include a number of complex and interrelated factors
such as: assessments of the extent to which choices and
decision-making oppoctunides are provided acrias aad
within emironmend (and settings in those en-
vironments); the nature nnci conceptual bases of train-
ing programs and cwricula used with persons who are
severely handicapped; and the personal attitudes
towards choke-making (and autonomy) by those
careeivers end inimictors who provide the training.
Preliminazy Witten from AA ongoing project at the
University of Kansar..for example. have'shown that
few parents of adolescent studentt labeled s werely or
moderately handicapped have even consulertd choice-
and decision-makini as visble options for their
children. Does this finding reflect the disability level
of their Waken? Or, is this also an outcome of pro.
fessionat attitudes 1-Wxtices that, over-the yam,
have f--21.ed 'to ackOwledge choice and decisicm-
raking us impartamedkicational outcomes for persons
litho have severe disabilities?

Dependent or outman measures ot me impact of
allowing choke- and dmision-makiag on the personal
growa end development of persons with severe han-
dicaps provides an even greater challenge to re-
setTehers. This is due to the more qualitative types of
variables that might be measured, such as indices of
gelf-sadsfeetion. perceived competence by others, self-
initiated behavior. and success in community living.



Choice.Mtking and Autonomy

All of these indices relate directly, or indirectly, to con-
cepts of self-esteem, autonomy, and other quality of
life factors. The use of qualitative analytic techtfiques
would be useful for insestigations of this nrure. As
discussed hy Switzky and Haywood (1985).
**qualitative analytic techniques focus on the perceived
world views of the retarded persons themselves in the
context of their past and present situations" (p. 270).

Qualitative research techniques have been used to
study the perception of persons with mental retarda-
tion, in the areas or sesuidity (Heshusius. I98k) and
comrounity adjustment (Taylor & Bogdan, 1981). The
use of these research teehniques to investigate choice-
and decision-making opportunities would appear to be
a viable extension of the methodology.
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These companies seem to have the mcst up to date, state of theart equipment, assessinents, activity

packets, etc. I strongly recommend that you send each a postcardrequesting to be put on their malting list.

CLOSING THE GAP
POB 68
Henderson, NM. 56044
(612) 248-3204
Subscription

COMMUNICATION OUTLOOK
do Arlifcial Language Laboratory
Computer Science Dept. MSU
E. Lansing, MI. 48824
Subscription
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(602) 323-7500
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1=800-3274269
FREE

CRESTWOOD CO.
0013 04606
Milwaukee, WI. 63204-0606
(414) 461-9876

ADAPTIVE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, INC.
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Pittsburg, PA. 15231
(412) 264.2288
FREE
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Soloan Beach, CA. 92075-1579
(619) 481-2489
FREE

EARLY-CHILDHOOD INSTITUTE
Document-Reprint Service
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University of Kansas
Lawrence, KS. 66045
(913) 864-4840
FREE

ABLENET ACCESSABILITY, INC.
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Minneapok MN. 5541e
(612) 331-5958

LITTLE LEAGUE LANGUAGE, INC.
POB 44
Grand Blanc, MI. 48439
FREE

AUGMENTATIVE COMMUNICATION NEWS
One Surf Way
Suite #215
Monterey, CA. 93940
$37.00 a year - 12 Issues
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Quiz Answers
rmusimgmenimommiffl.

Myths sometimes cloud reasoning and prompt reactions that should be the opposite.

Such is the case of the quiz.

Contrary to what we may believe to be true, all of the statements in the quiz are false.

Questions regarding any of the statements should be directed to Augmentative Communication Team
members.

See Augmentative Communication Quiz, Page 71.
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